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FURNITURE TRENDS

CE01 Concrete Light

Infinity Surfaces introduces six new colours
to the South African market

I

nfinity Surfaces is one of Italy’s finest
porcelain surfaces, so it is no wonder
that when it was introduced into the
South African design community it was
an immediate hit. After researching what
the market is truly after, Infinity Surfaces
is proud to present six new colours: SC02
Absolute Black, CE01 Concrete Light,
ME03 Metal Corten, ME01 Metal Silver,
OC03 Ocean Blue, and MB08 Pulpis
Brown. Expanding their product offering
means that home owners, designers,
and architects have much more design
freedom when creating their dream
spaces. Let’s take a closer look a the
colours:
SC02 Absolute Black: Absolute
Black offers the most intense and purest
black tones, for an elegant and alluring
atmosphere. Achieve a dramatic look and
feel anywhere in your home when you
design your interiors with Absolute Black.
CE01 Concrete Light: Concrete Light
is a light grey countertop surface with a

soft, cloudy textured look. This surface
works well applied as exterior cladding
across large areas, as feature cladding
around a fireplace or bath surrounds, or
anywhere you want to give your design
scheme an urban touch.
ME03 Metal Corten: Metal Corten is
a work of art with dark tones of red and
brown. Inspired by red oxide, Metal Corten
offers a metallic, deconstructed ‘urban
decay’ aesthetic to any design scheme.
From exterior cladding to contemporary
kitchen cabinetry and cutting-edge
reception desks, there’s no place you can’t
apply this striking surfacing.
ME01 Metal Silver: Metal Silver has
a metallic wood look featuring various
shades of grey with a strong flowing
movement. Add a textured, urban chic
look and feel to your design scheme with
Metal Silver, no matter how you apply it.
OC03 Ocean Blue: Ocean Blue is
inspired by a rare variant of a natural
quartzite, and simulates the waves in the

ME 03 Metal Corten
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ME 01 Metal Silver

ocean. It brings an exclusive touch to any
application. Channel the Renaissance
masters when you apply Ocean Blue to
your interior surfaces, and create a truly
magnificent ambience in any area of your
commercial or residential space.
MB08 Pulpis Brown: Pulpis Brown is
a dark brown countertop with a mixture
of white and beige veins. From flooring
to wall cladding, this rich chocolate
surface is ideal for retail, commercial, and
residential applications.
Specialising in the the production of
light-weight, large-scale slabs, Infinity
Surfaces can be applied to walls, floors
and countertops. They can also be used
in both internal and external applications,
making them the perfect material to use
for glued or ventilated façades. All Infinity
Surfaces products are exclusively made
in Italy and are now available in South
dw
Africa.
www.infinitysurfaces.co.za
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Slumberland introduces Ecolux beds

sustainable luxury

Sleep with a conscience

W

ith so much focus on the
critical need to reduce
humans’ impact on our
planet, increased attention is being paid
to reusing and recycling what we make.
It is resulting in greater technological
advances than were previously thought
possible.
One advance is in the field of plastic
recycling, where plastic waste is being
transformed into various fabrics and
forms of astonishing quality.
This ingenuity is evident in the new
Ecolux range of luxury beds from
Slumberland. Made virtually entirely from
renewable natural resources and recycled
plastics, the results are often better and
more luxurious than traditional materials.
From the moment your body touches
the mattress, you are enjoying the
sensation of a luxurious knit fabric
made from reformulated yarn, sourced
from recycled PET
(Polyethylene
Terephthalate) bottles. We add an antimicrobial treatment to promote hygienic
sleep and long-lasting protection against
dust mites and odours. The mattress
itself is stuffed with recycled PET eco-fill,
ensuring a luxurious firmness.
Below that, we use 3D Mesh fibre
columns, which help to regulate
temperature and prevent heat build-up.
We use Pulse latex, an energy-saving
latex, which is a material
that uses 7.5

times less energy to manufacture than
Talalay (softer) latex. We’ve also used
discarded steel to create a highly advanced
spring system with individually cased
coils that ensure that there is minimal
disturbance to you when your bedpartner
moves.
This is all supported on a polyester
eco-insulator pad made from recycled
PET that ensures you don’t feel the metal
spring system. The base of the bed is
sustainable wood, harvested from forests
that bear the FSC and SABS stamps of
approval – and even the feet are made
from recycled PET bottles.
All eleven luxury features in an Ecolux
bed contribute to the sustainability of
our planet, whether it is by recycling
plastic bottles, melting and reusing steel
and metal, buying only wood grown in
sustainable forests, or using renewable
energy.
But perhaps the most remarkable thing
about Ecolux is not that it is pioneering
eco-friendliness – it is that it delivers the
same exceptional comfort and luxury as
the rest of the Slumberland range. Some
might even suggest that, because you
can sleep with a clearer conscience on
an Ecolux bed, it’s even better. But we’ll
leave that for you to decide.

About Bravo Brands
Bravo Brands is South Africa’s
largest furniture and sleep products
manufacturer with seven world-class
factories producing thousands of pieces
of furniture per month for ten brands.
These have all become renowned
household names in South Africa and
include bedding products under brand
names such as Edblo, Sealy Posturepedic,
King Koil and Slumberland; and lounge
products under brand names such as
Grafton Everest, GommaGomma, La-ZBoy and Alpine.
Today Bravo Brands, formed in 2007,
unites companies that dominate a swathe
of South Africa’s furniture-manufacturing
history, from GommaGomma, founded
in 1988, all the way back to the Transvaal
Mattress and Furnishings Company,
founded in 1895.
Bravo Brands is committed to
delivering quality and value to customers
and shareholders, adopting innovative
design, introducing environmentally
friendly materials and increasing the
prosperity of the communities around its
dw
plants.

WE’RE TURNINGWASTE INTO

WONDERFUL
The Slumberland Ecolux range is made from
recycled materials that are ground, melted
and repurposed into luxury yarns, fillings,
frameworks and springs.
Visit our website to find out more:
www.slumberland.co.za

www.slumberland.co.za

luxury with a
conscience

turn over a new leaf
view new range
slumberlandsa
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Create moments
to celebrate
Woolies

2021

has been a year of learning
and growth. What seemed
to matter so much before no longer bears
the same significance. We’ve turned our
focus to prioritising health and wellness,
connection with loved ones, community,
and making conscious decisions for the
betterment of our environment and the
future. While Christmas has always been
a time for love, laughter, festivity and
appreciation, this year we are even more
inspired to create and celebrate moments
that truly matter.
This festive season, Woolworths gives
you perfect solutions for all your holiday
and gifting needs, offering you the world
of choice in fabulous food, homeware,
beauty and fashion, while enabling you
to make sustainable choices, to give back
and make a difference.
Beauty:
Treat someone special with our range
of indulgent beauty spoils. All WBeauty
products as well as the Woolworths Bath
& Body Collection are 100% vegan and
endorsed by Beauty without Cruelty. The
formulations of this year’s Christmas
gifting range are locally derived and made
from sustainably sourced ingredients –
supporting local and taking care of you
and the planet at the same time. The
WBeauty Skincare Mask trio set, Hand
& Nail Gift set and Nail polish Trio sets
will bring the salon into your home this
year. Nothing says you care more than
our curated luxury bath sets; in Coco
Breeze and Summer Crush. The range
also includes bath salts, a shower

smoothie, shower oil, marshmallow body
cream and a granita scrub – there are
so many options for stocking fillers or
building your own luxury and home spa
experience.
Home:
Give your home a celebratory look with
our magnificent range of Christmas decor.
Brilliantly bold blues, greens, dashes of
turquoise and red, with elegant touches of
gold and silver in both matte and lustrous
shine bring Christmas sparkle to the range
of crackers, baubles and tree ornaments.
Our Christmas crackers are locally made,
and the packaging is FSC-certified and
made from fully recyclable materials.
What’s more, by buying our Christmas
crackers, you’re contributing towards food
safety, with a portion of the proceeds going
towards alleviating hunger.
Unconventionally shaped decorative
LED lights, ornamental animals and
Christmas wreaths come together to
create the perfect festive fusion. Our LED
Christmas lights are made sustainably,
last longer than regular lightbulbs, and are
packaged with easily recyclable materials.
For the final touch of Christmas charm,
add some fabulous foliage or a dash of
greenery to your living space.
Fashion:
Before gathering around the tree on
Christmas morning, make sure you look
the part with Woolies’ wide

range of super fun Christmas themed
sleepwear and accessories. What is
Christmas morning without matching
pjs? We’ve got the whole family covered
with an adorable selection of kids and
baby wear, complete with tutus, reindeer
headbands, masks and the cutest reindeer
novelty slippers.
Food:
Food is the heart of any celebration,
and makes for a grand gift, too. A wide
selection of delicious biscuits will leave
you spoilt for choice - Chuckles Malted
Biscuits are light, crisp malted biscuits
covered in milk chocolate, taking an
old favourite and giving it a delicious
twist. We’ve also partnered with local
photographers on selected products, to
create packaging with imagery inspired by
nature, including local flora. The vibrant
artworks enrich their surroundings and
spark constructive dialogue, while the
vessel it embellishes houses delectable
treats like triple chocolate chunkie
biscuits, and shortbread with milk
chocolate bottom halves, all made with
responsibly sourced cocoa. All our
biscuits are locally baked, and our extraspecial shortbread is made with butter for
a rich, caramelised flavour.
Make some magical memories with
Easy to Bake biscuit decoration kits our royal icing is made with free range
eggs.
The
Kids Biscuit

Kit with Starfish Cookie Cutter is a good
way to get kids involved – its azo dye and
tartrazine free. On the subject of DIY, you’ll
love our DIY kits for making your own
meals and desserts, complete with easy,
step by step instructions. Create
your own burgers, soft
cheese, flavoured
breads, and sweeten
the moment with
chocolate brownies
and milk tart dessert.
In the truest spirit
of togetherness, Woolies
continues their endeavour
to nurture local talent and
promote sustainable living. The
Easy to Bake, yeast-free pizza
kit comes with a pizza board,
locally made from sustainably
sourced pine. The Easy To Bake
Zucchini Savoury Muffins are housed
in a handwoven basket created by Gone
Rural, a socially responsible business that
focuses on preserving Swazi artisanal craft,
whilst committing to ongoing community
development and the use of responsible
and renewable raw materials. Each
ceramic wreath bread dish has
been handcrafted by a young

artisan from Macassar pottery – helping
them secure an income, while the artwork
on our Cheese Making Kit packaging is
made from recycled plastic. All these
relationships are in keeping with
Woolworths’ ongoing commitment
to empower local communities
and
promote
sustainable
development, as well as the
move to greener living.
If you are stuck on what to
gift this year, Woolies has a range
of foodie gifts, including beautifully
bottled vinegars, oils, preserves, seasoning
and condiments, which are perfect as addins under the tree. Many of the products in
this category are locally handmade, adding
that special touch.
Nothing seals a celebration quite like
a bottle
of bubbly. You could
also opt for an

afternoon mocktail with the Abstinence
Cape Citrus Non-Alcoholic Spirit. Or
something a little smoother, like the
Woolworths Signature Vintage Reserve
Cap Classique – it’s our premium
Cap Classique, a 2013
vintage made by
Villiera.

lights
up
the
heart of a child.
Make sure it’s extra special
for the kids this year, with the
Chuckles Count-down Calendar, super
sweet treats, Christmas themed melamine
dinnerware, brightly coloured crackers
and kiddie Christmas décor. And for those
who’ve been extra nice this year, a pick from
the range of adorable soft toys will be a
welcome surprise.
Gift wrap:
Once you’ve
chosen
the
perfect gifts, wrap
them all up in love
and care, with Woolies’
gift bags and gift wraps
– we even have them
available
in
fabric!
Brightly coloured and
beautifully themed, all
our gift bags and locally
made gift wraps are made
from FSC®-certified paper that comes
from responsibly managed forests.
Woolworths has everything you need
for an extra special Christmas. Visit your
dw
nearest store.
www.woolworths.co.za

Kids:
While there are
many great joys
about Christmas,
nothing
quite
compares to the way it
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IID

Who is Dorothy Van’T Riet

D

esign makes me happy. When I
am in my design zone, a place
of optimal productivity and
creative energy, I feel contented, fulfilled
& inspired. I love creating, designing and
working with my clients, being on site,
then finally delivering a space of inspired
beauty, where mindsets and lives are
visibly changed.
For me, design changes lives, not only
spaces. Design is a journey; an adventure
in creativity. No two clients and no two
projects are the same.
Design is a living profession and has the
potential to revolutionize our future.
Being an advocate of the value of
quality, good design, I firmly believe that
good design is a major positive force
and driver for economic, social, cultural
and economic growth on this continent
as well as transforming and enriching
societies and inspiring change. The
language of design is a universal language
of structured creativity that unites us,
even though we may be from different
cultures or backgrounds. I believe design
builds bridges between cultures, and
breaks down boundaries. There are more
commonalities than differences.

12
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I encourage design education and
practice development across Africa, and
have just returned from DWL (Design
Week Lagos), having taken an active role
in the Global Round Table discussions
which had 5,000 Pan-African virtual
delegates, providing insight into the IFI
Educational Policy. I also did various
interviews on Nigerian national TV
promoting the design industry in South
Africa.
Together with 24 other Design
professionals and professors worldwide,
I contributed to the book, “The Interior
Design Professional Guide for Africa and
the Middle East” which is being translated
into different languages and was launched
at the DWL. It has vital content & insights
on how to run a successful interior design
project, and will be placed in universities
throughout Africa and the Middle East. I
also attended the Made By Design Premiere,
a series of design movies for Netflix.
As designers, I believe we need to
understand the importance of being
solution providers, the significance of the
design industry as breaking boundaries in
design, innovation & sustainability, always
designing in CONTEXT.

I am the Founder and Principal
Designer of Dorothy van’t Riet Design
& Décor Consultants (DVR), which I
started 30 years ago. I entered the design
field out of necessity as a single mom with
the primary aim of providing for my two
young daughters Sam and Nicki, five and
four years old, having lost my husband in
a tragic air crash.
My motto in life is “never to despise
small beginnings”. I also firmly believe we
all have seeds of creativity within us. I call
my early design years “the potato years”, as
we lived on potatoes to survive.
My faith in God, passion, resilience,
determination, hard work and doing
things with excellence paid off, and I
started winning design awards for best
interior designer in many competitions
such as The Star Home Shows and
Decorex. My work and brand started to be
noticed. My biggest design achievements
were The World’s Best Interior Design
Award at Royal Ascot England in both the
Contemporary and Classical categories.
My work has featured over 30 times
on national TV including Top Billing,
as well as in many periodicals including
the front cover of International Homes,
English Homes, and in Habitat, IDDA
London, SA Interior Design, and Garden
and Home.
I have many listed companies as my
clients and offer interior design and
interior architecture, specializing in
upmarket homes, corporate head offices
and boutique hotels, in South Africa and
internationally.
Projects include a 3 year, 240
bedroomed Fourpoints By Sheraton

Hotel in Nigeria, a show gallery in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia and Corporate Head
Offices in Johannesburg, Cape Town,
and Botswana. My 30 years of experience
working in Africa has given me a
deep understanding & insight into the
continent’s powerful creative energy.
I believe that as a designer it is vitally
important to give back to design by
investing in the future generation.
I have always been passionate about
teaching & upskilling people in design. I
was asked by Garden & Home magazine
to present to their readers around South
Africa once a month for several years &
then eventually to write & present a Design
& Décor Course for its readers. This was the
fore runner of the in-depth DVR Design
Academy One Year Correspondence Course
which I wrote and presented. Over 2000

people from all walks of life throughout
Southern Africa, Nigeria, USA, Europe
& Dubai attended the course. I also wrote
and presented a 2 year Higher Certificate
in Interior Design and Décor which was
accredited by the CHE.
I offer face to face interior design &
décor workshops using my Urban Chic
Design Kit in a Box which I created, where
I share my valuable 10 step process to
equip delegates to create beautiful spaces.
My vision for 2022 is to launch online
design & décor modules where I will
teach design online using my many
international projects as case studies.
I have been one of 5 judges for many
years in the prestigious Caesarstone
Student Design Awards as well as other
national design competitions including
SA Floors Annual Awards & Decorex.

I am involved in mentoring young
entrepreneurs who have started interior
design businesses & also lecture to
various students at different educational
institutions sharing my knowledge &
skill to inspire young designers. I see
this as investing into the lives of the next
generation of designers.
I have been a keynote speaker at
various Design Congresses such as DAS
Conference in Midrand, World Online
Congress, & World Interiors Day in Lagos
& Abuja, Nigeria. I see this as investing
into the lives of designers.
I have recently finished my term as
a co-opted Board Member of the IFI
(International Federation of Interior
Architects/Designers) & am now serving
as Ambassador for Africa for the IFI
Regional Council.
I believe that it is important to be
involved in CSR initiatives & have done so
since the inception of my business. These
include JAM (Joint Aid Management) &
Robin Good Initiative.
I am honoured to be a member of The
African Institute of The Interior Design
Professions (IID), the professional body
representing the Interior Design Industry
in South Africa. The IID has been an
integral part of my design growth & I
find it an invaluable source of expertise
& knowledge, networking & crosspolination of ideas, the collaboration of
design with like-minded colleagues as
well as the wealth of design knowledge
& inspiration & am thankful for the vital
role that the IID plays in my design career.
dw

www.iidprofessions.org.za
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KSA

KSA update

S

illy season has definitely begun for
the kitchen industry and the KSA
has been as busy as our members.
Our Gauteng golf day has long been
one of our biggest industry events.
Always well supported, we were unable to
hold one in 2020. Fortunately, the move
to level one permitted us to listen to the
pleas of members and make it happen.
A full field was hosted at Dainfern on 14
October and what a wonderful day it was.
The weather played ball, giving us clear
skies and lots of sun.
Our hole sponsors pulled out all the
stops making sure there was something
fun to do on each of the 18 holes. Our
players all looked dashing in their KSA
golf shirts sponsored by PG Bison.
The day was topped off with a great
dinner and prize giving with our MC for
the evening - Fanie de Villiers - who was
sponsored by Sonae Arauco and Innovus
SA.

Huge thanks to all our sponsors who
helped ensure the day was a great success
and that we had amazing prizes: PG Bison,
Hansgrohe, Innovus SA/Sonae Arauco,
Upper Edge Products, BOARDMART,
Easylife Kitchens, ProQuartz, Maxima
Software, Fit, National Edging, Whirlpool,
Roco Fittings, GRASS ZA, Cosentino,
Niemann SA, International Slab Sales/
Caesarstone South Africa Austro, BSH
Home Appliances, Blum South Africa,
Franke, Miele, Novodecor by Surforma,
Morrells Woodfinishes, Surface Studio,
Smeg and Liebherr Appliances ZA.
Congrats to all our prize winners. We
had nearest the pin competitions on
the 4th, 6th and 16th holes, well as the
opportunity to win a Liebherr fridge on
one of the holes. There was a longest drive
on the 9th, and PG Bison had a Nespresso
prize to give away on their hole. We even
had an amazing hole in one.
Our four-ball winners were:
•
1st place-Davidsons Boards/Kayreed
•
2nd place - Grass

14
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•
•
•
•
•

3rd place - GAP Kitchens
4th place - Liebherr
5th place - ProQuartz
6th place - Austro
7th place - Grass2
Our longest day was won in great spirits
by team Roco
The night came to an end with the
drawing of the ‘wheelbarrow of booze’
sponsored by Boardmart, and the auction
of the teddies that decorated the tables.
Big thanks also go to Surface Studio for
making all the table centrepieces.
Thanks to Dainfern Golf Estate for
hosting us for the day, and congratulations
to KSA’s Amy Sharman and Kerryn Bailey
for putting the event together.
September and October have also
been months where we have focussed
on upskilling our members. We teamed
up with SADA (South Africa Domestic
Appliances Association) to work with
appliance companies that are members
of both our associations – Liebherr, BSH,
Miele, Smeg and Whirlpool - and put
together a series of five online training

sessions. The training covers integrated
and freestanding refrigeration, extraction,
built-in cooking appliances, gas safety,
and integrated and freestanding laundry
and dishwashers. We had a fantastic
response to the September sessions which
facilitated us being able to offer them
again during October.
We have also been lucky enough to be
invited to do several talks over the past
few weeks. This started with a talk in
September as part of Decorex’s Design
Connect where we collaborated with PG
Bison’s Jason Wells to discuss changing
our mindset to kitchen materials, colours,
combinations and textures, in a talk
called ‘Pimp my kitchen’. Jason and KSA’s
Stephanie Forbes will also be addressing
members of GIFA at their Summit in
October. We were also privileged to
collaborate with the IID to address third
year design students on job opportunities

in the kitchen industry. Our thanks to
Byron O’Conner of Totem Kitchens for
joining us for this presentation.
October has also seen KSA member
Sonae Arauco launch their new Innovus
range- Spirit. Sonae have been launching
the new range online and through a series
of in-person roadshow style events that
we have been proud to be involved with.
Our final KSA event for 2021 will be
our KZN industry professionals’ gala
dinner which will be held on 4 November
at the Elangeni Hotel. This is a fantastic
opportunity for KSA members to invite
industry professionals to join them to
network and learn more about their
products with a little opulence and flair.
Should you wish to know more about the
dw
event contact kzn@ksa.co.za.
www.ksa.co.za
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VELLO Gravel: The
First Foldable
Gravel Bike
Wien, Austria
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ELLO presents for the first time
VELLO Gravel, the first foldable
gravel bike at the Pro Days in
Paris (July 18-20) and EUROBICO in
Frankfurt/M (July 24-26). With this
new product, the Viennese folding bike
manufacturer combines the flexibility of a
folding bike with riding performance for
off-road use.
So far, the VELLO had mainly been
intended for the urban commuter. The
VELLO Gravel opens up a whole new
range of applications: foldable to pack in
the car or train to access gravel routes,
then unfolded for endurance sport. As
a gravel bike for everyday use, it has the
intakes on the frame for a front and rear
rack, matching bags and other accessories,

such as the VELLO mudguards - the
VELLO Gravel is thus the perfect bike for
longer tours.
The VELLO Gravel is produced in
a limited number and equipped, like
all VELLO bikes, with high quality
components. Gravel will be launched on
the market in Fall 2021.
Technical sheet
•
Frame: Multisize, unisex, chrome
molybdenum steel frame / shock
absorber with elastomer magnetic
folding
•
Colour: Anthracite
•
Handlebars, Grips: Dropdown
handlebar
•
Saddle: Selle Royal, Matrix foam

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seatpost: Satori aluminum 30.9 mm
x 500 mm
Stem: Fully adjustable height
(VELLO BIKE Design)
Gear System: Shimano 105 series
10-gears, non-electric
Shifters: STI integrated shifters and
brake levers, 10-speed
Front chainring: 54T with double
chain guard
Cassette: 11-36 T (chain)
Brakes: disc brakes
Tyres: 20’’inch 2.0 Schwalbe Billy
Bonkers Performance
Bell: light and elegant
Pedals: Full aluminium folding
pedals Weight: 11,9 kg (approx.,
without pedals, +/- 5%)

•
•

Folding size: H: 57 cm x L: 79 cm x
l: 29 cm
Price: Gravel (limited ed.) MSRP
2.290,00 Euro

About VELLO
VELLO Bikes are high-performance
and ultralight folding bikes made for city
use. To master diverse demands, especially
in the city, the product designer Valentin
Vodev developed a bicycle that combines
innovative technologies and a signature
design that offer solutions to known
urban challenges: for example, problems
switching between bike riding and public
transportation and theft protection.
The VELLO bike is especially light,
compact and agile, and features 20-inch

wheels, and a specially developed and
patented folding mechanism. In just
a couple of seconds, it can be carried
into public transportation, loaded in
the car, or taken on an airplane, and
folded for storage in the apartment and
office.
The VELLO Bikes are available with
or without electric assistance: Rocky,
Speedster and VELLO Bike+, and now,
in limited edition the VELLO Gravel.
The models are made for a variety
of riding styles in the city and are
equipped with top-quality city-,
trekking, or racing-bike components.
dw

www.vello.bike/pages/presse
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Striatus
An arched 3D-concrete-printed masonry bridge

S

triatus is an arched masonry
footbridge composed of 3D-printed
concrete blocks assembled without
mortar or reinforcement. The 16 x
12 metre footbridge is the first of its
kind, combining traditional techniques
of master builders with advanced
computational design, engineering and
robotic manufacturing technologies.

Exhibited at the Giardini della
Marinaressa
during
the
Venice
Architecture Biennale until November
2021, Striatus has been developed by
the Block Research Group (BRG) at
ETH Zurich and Zaha Hadid Architects
Computation and Design Group
(ZHACODE), in collaboration with
incremental3D (in3D) and made possible
by Holcim.
Proposing a new language for concrete
that is structurally informed, fabrication
aware, ecologically responsible and
precisely placed to build more with
less, Striatus optimises the properties of
masonry structures, 3D concrete printing
(3DCP) and contemporary design;
presenting an alternative to traditional
concrete construction.
The name “Striatus” reflects its
structural logic and fabrication process.
Concrete is precisely printed in layers
orthogonal to the main structural forces
to create a “striated” compression-only
structure that requires no mortar or
reinforcement.
As the construction does not need
mortar, the blocks can be dismantled,
and the bridge reassembled at different
locations. If the construction is no longer
needed, the materials can simply be
separated and recycled.
Strength through geometry
Striatus is an unreinforced concrete
structure that achieves strength through
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geometry. Concrete can be considered
an artificial stone that performs best
in compression. In arched and vaulted
structures, material can be placed
precisely so that forces can travel to the
supports in pure compression. Strength is
created through geometry, rather than an
inefficient accumulation of materials as
in conventional concrete beams and flat
floor slabs. This presents opportunities
to significantly reduce the amount of
material needed to span space, as well
as the possibility to build with lowerstrength, less-polluting alternatives.
Striatus’ bifurcating deck geometry
responds to its site conditions. The
funicular shape of its structural arches has
been defined by limit analysis techniques
and equilibrium methods, such as thrust
network analysis, originally developed
for the structural assessment of historic
masonry vaults; its crescent profile
encompasses the thrust lines that trace
compressive forces through the structure
for all loading cases.
Steel tension ties absorb the horizontal
thrust of the arches. Neoprene pads
placed in between the dry-assembled
blocks avoid stress concentrations and
control the friction properties of the
interfaces, echoing the use of lead sheets
or soft mortar in historical masonry
construction.
In plan, the boundaries of the structure
form deep arches that transfer horizontal
loads (for example, from visitors leaning

against the balustrades) to the supports
in pure compression. Advanced discrete
element modelling (DEM) was used to
refine and optimise the blocks’ stereotomy
and to check stability of the entire
assembly under extreme loading cases or
differential settlements of the supports.
The bridge’s 53 3DCP voussoirs have
been produced using non-parallel print
layers that are orthogonal to the dominant
flow of forces. This avoids delamination
between the print layers as they are held
together in compression. The additive
manufacturing process ensures the
structural depth of the components can
be achieved without producing blocks
with a solid section, hence reducing the
amount of material needed compared
to subtractive fabrication methods or
casting.
Striatus follows masonry structural
logic on two levels. As a whole, the bridge
behaves as a series of leaning unreinforced
voussoir arches, with discretisations
orthogonal to the dominant flow of
compressive forces, following the same
structural principles as arched Roman
bridges in stone. Locally, on the level of
the voussoir, the 3DCP layers behave as
traditional brick masonry evident in the
inclined rows of bricks within Nubian or
Mexican vaulting.

how the three R’s of sustainability
(Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) can be applied
to concrete structures.
Reduce:
•
Lowering embodied emissions
through
structural
geometry
and additive manufacturing that
minimises
the
consumption
of resources and eliminates
construction waste.
•
Placing concrete only there where
needed, 3DCP minimises the
amount of material required, while
the low-stress, compression-only
funicular geometry of Striatus
proposes the further development
of 3DCP that will enable the use of
much lower-strength, less-polluting
printable materials.

•

Compared to embedded reinforcement in concrete, Striatus uses
external ties to absorb the thrust of
its arched shape and dramatically
reduce the amount of steel required.
A high carbon-intense material, steel
reinforcement (100% recycled) per
unit mass is more than ten times that
of a standard concrete.

Reuse:
•
Improving
circularity
and
longevity. Unlike conventional
reinforced concrete structures,
Striatus is designed to be dry
assembled without any binder
or glue, enabling the bridge to
be dismantled and reused in
other locations. Its funicular
design ensures the 3DCP

Circular by design
Circular by design, Striatus places
material only where needed, significantly
reducing its environmental footprint.
Built without reinforcement and using
dry assembly without binders, Striatus can
be installed, dismantled, reassembled and
repurposed repeatedly; demonstrating
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3D PRINTING
blocks experience low stresses
throughout their use, resulting
in no loss of structural integrity.
Striatus separates components
in compression and tension,
ensuring external ties can be
easily accessed and maintained,
resulting in a longer lifespan for
the entire structure.
Recycle:
•
By ensuring different materials
are separated and separable, each
component of Striatus can easily
be recycled with minimal energy
and cost. 3D printing also avoids
the waste and costs associated with
single-use moulds. Additionally, the
component materials within Striatus
remain separate and separable with
the use of mechanical connections
such as simple dry contacts between
the voussoirs rather than chemical
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glues or binders, ensuring a simple,
low-energy recycling process at the
end of the elements’ life, potentially
after multiple cycles of reuse.
Robotic 3D concrete printing
Unlike typical extrusion 3D printing
in simple horizontal layers, Striatus uses
a two-component (2K) concrete ink
with corresponding printing head and
pumping arrangement to precisely print
non-uniform and non-parallel layers via

a 6-axis, multi-DOF robotic arm. This
new generation of 3D concrete printing
in combination with the arched masonry
design allows the resulting components
to be used structurally without any
reinforcement or post-tensioning.
To prevent misalignment between the
direction of structural forces and the
orientation of material layers that arises
from typical shape-agnostic slicing of
explicitly modelled geometry, a customdeveloped design pipeline was formulated
for Striatus to ensure that its printed layers
are wholly aligned with the direction of
compression forces throughout the entire
bridge, and also locally through each
3D-printed block. To address issues and
challenges that could prevent in-between
stability during printing, the coherence
and feasibility of the gradually evolving
print paths have been modelled using
a Functional Representation (FRep)
process.
This process encodes and continuously
checks rules of minimum overlap,
maximum cantilever between print layers
and print length, print speed and the
volume of wet concrete extruded. These
measures, typically used in horizontally
layered 3DCP, have been advanced and
refined to work on an inclined-plane
setting:
•
The angular differences between
start and end planes of all 53 printed
blocks have been simultaneously
adjusted to meet multiple criteria
such as an appropriate structural
contact and angle between adjacent
blocks, and maximum print
inclination.
•
The careful design and iterative
refinement of the hollow cross
sections and infill triangulation
have ensured that material is
placed corresponding to the
precisely analysed, local structural
performance of each block. This
design and optimisation has been

•

applied to each individual layer of
every block (with 500 print layers
on average per block), ensuring
that all blocks are as hollow and
light as possible, and consequently
use the least amount of material
possible,
while
maintaining
structural integrity under all loading
conditions.
The resulting intricate crosssectional design has been processed
into a single, continuous print path
meeting various criteria that include
appropriate print speed and turning
radii, structurally required material
width and thickness, and controlled
expression of naturally occurring
printing artefacts.

A nuanced aspect of robotic 3DCP
masonry is the re-introduction of
intelligence and highly skilled labour
into the manufacturing and construction
industry. The digitisation of fabrication
and digital augmentation of skilled
assembly and construction techniques
makes historically-accrued knowledge
accessible to younger generations and
enables its systematic upgrade towards
industrialised construction through
the use of computational and robotic
technologies. In stark contrast to a brute
force, and often materially wasteful
economy biased towards automation and
assembly line production, 3DCP masonry
introduces possibilities of a symbiotic
human-machine economy. This promises
an environmentally, socio-culturally and
economically sustainable alternative to its
20th-century predecessor.

data exchange between the various
domain-specific software toolchains
involved in the process. This codevelopment approach was facilitated
through the use of COMPAS, an opensource computational framework for
collaboration and research in the AEC
industry, which enabled the fluent
interaction among the key players of the
project, working together in five different
countries, under a very tight schedule and
budget, at a time in which travelling was
not possible.
Disruptive outlook
Striatus offers a blueprint for building
more with less. Created with the same
structural principles and a similar fullyintegrated computational design-tofabrication approach that form the basis

of the vaulted, rib-stiffened, unreinforced
concrete floors being developed by the
Block Research Group in partnership with
Holcim, Striatus proposes an alternative
to the standard inefficient floor slabs
within any building.
Compared to typical reinforcedconcrete flat floor slabs, this new floor
system uses only 30% of the volume of
concrete and just 10% of the amount of
steel. The very low stresses within the
funicular structure also enable the use
of low-embodied-carbon concrete that
incorporates high percentages of recycled
construction waste. Prefabricated and
dry-assembled, and therefore fully
demountable and reusable, this floor
system is easily and cleanly recyclable at
end-of-life.
With an estimated 300 billion square
metres of floor area to be constructed
worldwide over the next 30 years, and
floors comprising more than 40% of
the weight of most high-rise buildings
(10+ storeys), introducing the principles
demonstrated by Striatus would truly
disrupt the construction industry
— transforming how we design and
construct our built environment to
address the defining challenges of our era.
dw

www.striatusbridge.com

Computational design-to-construction
integration
Integrating
design,
engineering,
fabrication and construction, Striatus
redefines conventional interdisciplinary
relations. The precise manufacturing of
the blocks was enabled by well-defined
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INTERIOR

XAPO. A Physical Space for a Digital Bank
Gibraltar, Gibraltar

X

APO
(pronounced
‘Sapo’)
provides online banking services
for
cryptocurrencies.
The
company’s director, Wences Casares,
commissioned Lagranja studio to create
their flagship headquarters; the first
physical HQ for XAPO, and the first
transformation of a historical building for
Lagranja.
A singular location
XAPO Is situated inside an old army
barracks in the heart of Gibraltar’s old
centre, in the shadow of its famous rock.
The rear of the structure is adjoined to the

remnants of the original city walls and
defence towers, while the front façade
faces Grand Casemates Square - a lively
social hub with many outdoor bars and
restaurants. The series of barracks (or
‘casemates’) were built by the British
army in 1817, and are among the most
preserved of the military buildings that
characterise this once fortified town.
Lagranja found the barracks in a semiruined state, unappreciated for their
historical significance and crying out for
a new use. As part of the project, one of
the bays adjoining Xapo will be revived as
a public area for art and cultural events.

The project
The main aim of the project was to
give XAPO – a company that operates
wholly in the digital domain – a physical
headquarters and presence. The company
occupies two arched bays of the barracks
complex – measuring 800 square metres in
total – constructed in local limestone, with
ceilings supported by original wooden
beams. The original beams and the stone
walls were cleaned and restored to their
natural state, providing the space with the
feel of an ancient bank vault. Using the
intersection of archeology and modern
design as a starting point, Lagranja studio
has restored and reinvented the bays
with a contemporary office layout, and
furniture and décor made with digital
processes; a metaphor in itself for the
rapid, tech-driven transformation of
banking and currency.

The far end of the bay opens out onto a
walled patio that originally served as a
gun powder storage facility at the base of
a defence tower. With a garden wall and
BBQ area, the patio was conceived as much
for leisure as for work, or for occasions
when the two activities combine. The
office of XAPO HQ is clustered around
the patio, partitioned by glass screens for
transparency and fluidity.
Ingenious furniture and details made to
order
The majority of bespoke furniture
was 3D printed in Barcelona using bio
corn-based plastic. Modular in form and
gently textured in appearance, the idea
was to create a sense of community and
a casual narrative where all spaces are
harmonious.

Standout pieces include the reception
desk and room divider in the waiting
room of the banking area, which were
created with an interwoven composition
of earth-coloured, semi-circular shapes.
The supports of the robust boardroom
table resemble giant amphorae, a form
echoed in podiums placed in the shallow
pools. The textile upholstery for the softly
rounded Lagranja-designed furniture
was chosen for its natural composition
and warm colours, instilling an inviting
contemporary-living feel within a new
breed of corporate space.
About Lagranja Design
Founded in 2002, Lagranja is a
multidisciplinary design firm whose
talents are primarily focused on creating
interiors and products. After almost

The interior design scheme
Harmony, functionality, respect for the
structure’s antiquity, and an element of
surprise led the design project. Clients
enter XAPO from the main square to
the bay, which is now a reception area.
Shallow pools flank either side, adding a
counterbalance to the structure’s lack of
height, and lending luminosity to a dark
space. At night, laser beams crisscross
the pools and reception area, which is an
added bonus for the public, who can view
the installation from the square outside.
To the right, and entered via the
original stone arches, is the XAPO ‘bank’;
a number of automatic tellers where
clients can manage their cyber currency
transactions. Behind it is the boardroom
with a kitchenette and lounge area.
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18 years, the Lagranja team remains
passionate and consistent with its
philosophy: to make design a companion
for companies and brands.
Designing at Lagranja has always
been about ideas and strategies, and
never about trends. “We won’t sit at the
table with a predetermined list of what
we should or shouldn’t do. We believe
that every project is unique and must be
approached in a different way. We try to
understand the context, and we ask a lot
of questions of ourselves and our clients.
We strategize, we look for the right tools
and the right team, and we let things
evolve.”
In 2010, Lagranja consolidated its
growth by expanding its activity with
a new office in Hong Kong, and then
moved to Singapore in 2018. Since 2013,
Lagranja has also been operating in
Istanbul, and the studio’s work has gained
international recognition and national
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acclaim. Lagranja has won prestigious
awards, including the Red Dot Award
(2007), Premi Ciutat de Barcelona de
Disseny (2008), Premio Vía (2009), IIDA
Excellence Award from the International
Interior Design Association-USA (2009),
IDEA Award (2008), and the Silver Delta
Award (2012). In 2021, Lagranja received

the Architizer A+Award in the Office
Interiors category (<25,000 sq ft.) for its
dw
work on the Xapo office project.
Photography credit: Lagranja Design.
www.lagranjadesign.com/projects/xapobank-headquarters
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KITCHEN

Kitchens and
Breakfast Nooks
by Stienie Greyling

A

s 
many homeowners decide to
buckle down and stay put in
their current house, they are also
looking for ways to make it even more
functional.
Hygiene and cleanliness will be a top
priority in kitchen design while flexibility
for multiple tasks and uses remains
important.
While all-white remains the favourite
kitchen colour scheme and will probably
never go out of style, warmer shades will
soon replace the cool tones of recent years.
Today, kitchen designs are shifting away
from the standard whites or neutrals,
space and homeowners are embracing
bolder, brighter colours instead.
Red is the somewhat surprising shade
for kitchens in 2021, with a whole range
of shades and finishes available, or think
warm beige accented by shades of orange
and aqua.
Though open shelving is not a new
concept, expect to see it become even
more popular this year. Open shelving is
a great way to force a person to declutter
and keep only the necessities in the
kitchen. More and more kitchen design
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looks to benefit from minimal clutter and
maximum efficiency.
Another big cabinetry trend to expect
this year is going back to the basics and
embracing the natural look.
When going for a two-toned look, keep
the upper cabinet lighter than the bottom.
This balances the space and helps it to feel
more open and spacious, especially when
short on natural light.
If not ready to commit to a totally brown
or wood kitchen, consider a natural wood
island, or focus just on the lower cabinets
to create a two tone look instead.

If you have ever considered adding
artwork to a kitchen or breakfast nook,
this is the year to try it out. Expect to
see framed portraits and pieces of art in
the kitchen and breakfast nook. This is
a fun way to add more personality to the
kitchen or breakfast nook and gives it a
simple makeover without a renovation.
This year consider appliances in various
colours. A white refrigerator makes the
kitchen appear larger and more open.
Extractor fans are being reimagined
for kitchens of the future. There is a shift
towards down draft extraction systems

which remove odours and vapours at
their source; for example directly from
the hob drawn downwards before they
have a chance to infiltrate the air.
This is particularly important in open
plan kitchen living spaces, where a head
height extractor hood above an island can
create a visual barrier and conflict with
the open plan ambience. A downdraft
extractor integrated into the hob gives
greater creativity of design and taps
into the trend for minimal, professional
styling.
When it comes to tiles, formation is the
biggest trend to watch. While the classic
shapes, oblong and slate tiles are still
popular, the difference is in how they are
placed.
Statement taps – no kitchen is complete
without them. Brass, industrial looking
taps with unusual handles and interesting
features are a great way to draw the eye
and complement the space.
While there will be an abundance of
tech and new gadgets in our kitchens
in 2021, discreet storage is expected to
grow. Concealing appliances can take the
form of simple cabinetry to hide a fridge
or dishwasher, and storage design can
minimise counter top small appliances.
A hidden station can keep the kettle and
toaster from cluttering the worktop, and
can help to create a dedicated area to sit
and enjoy a meal or snack.
With the popularity of open plan living,
it is no surprise to see that living room
furnishing has grown in popularity in
kitchens.

Now more than ever kitchens are
the heart of our homes, so creating a
comfortable, well presented space has
never been more important.
Lighting has more freedom within the
modern kitchen, with statement pendants

being used to add to the aesthetic more
and more. While the use of spotlights or
downlights are still key, there is a trend to
make the kitchen feel more like our living
rooms, and lighting plays a key role in
dw
this.
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ÀTRIA
A new form of efficiency and sharing in the open air.

A

bimis,
 together with Studio Delineo
and Massimo Rosati, has created
ÀTRIA - the first modular
kitchen specifically designed to exist
outdoors, with a stainless steel core and
100% customisable.
The choice of name stems from the
Latin term àtrium. Ever since paleo-Italic
times, the atrium has constituted the heart
of the home, the room that played host to
the domestic hearth and where family life
took place. The concept of ÀTRIA thus
stems from the desire to bring together
two ancient symbols of living: the hearth
and the open space of the home.
Like its name, the sleek and essential
silhouettes of ÀTRIA also draw
their inspiration from the world of
architecture: indeed, this kitchen looks
like a harmoniously-proportioned open
architecture, defined by an elegant game
of volumes and by the perfect alternation
of blocks and voids that allow light to
filter through, enhancing the texture of
the entire project. The surfaces of the
kitchen thus reflect the natural light in
their surroundings, bestowing the feeling
of a dynamic structure, with an eclectic
soul, capable of imbuing the most diverse
outdoor settings with character.
ÀTRIA is made entirely of AISI 304
stainless steel, an anti-bacterial and
biologically neutral material that does
not release any substances onto food,
is resistant to corrosion, to impact, to
humidity and moisture and to high
temperatures. It is also 100% recyclable
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and extremely easy to clean. Perfect for
year-round outdoor use, it guarantees
non-stop operation, durability and
a hygienic kitchen. The structure is
supported by slender and discrete legs,
also in stainless steel, fitted with adjustable
feet to ensure maximum stability.
If it is installed by the sea or a swimming
pool, ÀTRIA is produced in AISI 316
stainless steel, a special alloy which - thanks
to the addition of molybdenum - proves
particularly suitable for life in settings that
are rich in chlorine and salt air.
The design of ÀTRIA stands out for
its manicured contrast between the

geometric and minimal body of the
kitchen and the structural/functional
elements that define it, such as the
handles, legs, shelves and backsplashes.
Details that personalise the kitchen
structure make each model truly unique
and unlike any other.
The storage modules, which are
available in two different heights, are made
of stainless steel and with various finishes
(natural, satin finish or orbitally polished
by hand), or they can be painted in any
colour of the RAL range, using the same
techniques applied in the automotive
industry, thereby guaranteeing the best

performance levels, in terms of durability
and strength. Indeed, after the paint is
applied, the process envisages subsequent
phases of smoothing and polishing to
guarantee a uniform effect and a colour
that is highly resistant to wear. The
details are on the other hand in contrast,
in Pompei red or black stainless steel.
ÀTRIA also affords an extensive choice
of matching modular accessories, such as
the equipped back panel that comes in a
variety of configurations.
Understated, stylish and ergonomically
designed, ÀTRIA is therefore an outdoor
project that not only provides highranking performance levels, but it also
offers ample customisation possibilities,
to accommodate the tastes and needs of
all users and adapt to any surroundings.
With ÀTRIA, Abimis is suggesting
a dynamic and contemporary vision
of outdoor cooking, with a design and
stylistic approach that sees kitchen
units as items of furniture that blend in
seamlessly with open-air spaces, venues
that are user-friendly, where you can
live, share and welcome, striking the
perfect balance between aesthetic styling,
functionality, technology and innovation.
Project: Abimis
Design: Studio Delineo and Massimo
dw
Rosati
www.abimis.com
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WorkTops

3 Ways to light your
kitchen cabinets
Over-cabinet lighting
The space above your kitchen
cabinets is easy to ignore, but lighting
this often-forgotten area of the kitchen
can make the space look professionally
designed. By illuminating this spot, you
add visual interest to the room while
giving it dimension. Fixtures positioned
here give the illusion of height and
make the kitchen, as a whole, feel larger.
LED strip lighting or under-cabinet
lighting work best to cast an inviting
glow on the wall and ceiling above.
The fixtures themselves won’t be seen,
but the illumination they offer has a
dramatic impact on the look and feel of
the space. Selecting LEDs for this area
of the home is a must because they don’t
get hot and won’t damage your cabinet
or start a fire.
Under-cabinet lighting
Under-cabinet lighting not only looks
luxurious, but it is also highly functional.

When standing at the kitchen counter
whilst preparing food or reading from
a recipe book, you have your back to
the ceiling light source, limiting the
amount of illumination that reaches your
countertop. Under-cabinet fixtures bathe
your countertop in light so you can see
what you are doing. But remember – their
position is key when installing them.
If your goal is to highlight a decorative
backsplash, storage jars, or impressive
appliances on the counter, then
position the fixture at the back
of the cabinet near the wall.
If task lighting is more
important to you, then
install them towards
the front of the cabinet.
As with over-cabinet
lighting, strip lighting or
under-cabinet
lighting
works best here. Keep in
mind that the light should
be spread evenly across the

counter, so use the longest fixture that fits;
or, if using under-cabinet fixtures, space
them out evenly. You’ll also want to match
the colour temperature of your undercabinet lighting to that of your ceiling
lights, to achieve a cohesive look.

Interior cabinet lighting
Open cabinets and glass front cabinets,
housing attractive crockery or decorative
glassware, benefit from having accent
lighting installed inside. Strip lights and
cabinet downlights both work well in this
space – the former illuminates the entire
interior cabinet, while the latter creates
more of a spotlight effect.
www.radiant.co.za
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Kitchen
Countertops
by Stienie Greyling

S

tand out kitchen design trends for
2021 include marble-like quartz
kitchen counters in white, grey and
other light, cool toned colours. One can
expect to see materials resembling natural
stone in medium and deeper shades of grey.
In the world of interior design,
opaque acrylic kitchen countertops in
simple, solid colour are becoming more
popular. One of the best things about
the minimalist trend is that it is highly
versatile.
Solid surfaces is at the front and
centre of trending kitchen countertops.
This gorgeous material offers a timeless
look. The different types of solid surface
countertops include quartz and acrylic,
both of which can be custom designed to
make a statement that will stand the test
of time.
Solid
surface
countertops
are
antibacterial, easy to maintain, heat
resistant, highly durable, moisture and
stain resistant, resistant to scratches
and dents, solid all the way through and
sturdier than multi-layer countertop
materials.
Quartz countertops are made out of
ground quartz and some plastic resin.
Since they can be manufactured to look
just like high-end granite, stone and
marble at a more affordable price point,
quartz solid surface counters are a top
pick among homeowners.
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Non porous acrylic solid surface
counters have many of the same
characteristics and benefits of quartz
countertops, except they are a solid resin
(acrylic) product. Virtually any colour
or design, including the noteworthy
minimalist styles for 2021.
Granite countertops have been the
standard for many years because granite is
a natural stone with great durability. It is
by far the most low-maintenance choice: so
sturdy that it is unlikely to chip or scratch
and only needs to be resealed once a decade.
Timber if responsibly sourced is ecofriendly and relatively affordable. There
are several species to choose from, such
as the blonde colours of mid-tone oak
and beech, or dark coloured walnut. The
way the wood is cut and finished creates
surfaces that have subtle grain patterns or
are bold knotty and rustic.
Laminate offers a more affordable faux
look. For extra durability, choose versions
where the composite layers are fused
together under high pressure (HPL).
For an industrial appearance, stainless
steel or copper surfaces are hygienic and
reasonably priced. Matt finishes make
scratches and marks less noticeable.
Stainless steel is super strong, waterproof,
heat and acid resistant.
Marble counter tops have really come
into prominence in recent years. This
natural stone instantly elevates a kitchen,
giving a clean, contemporary feel. Marble
countertops are available in bright
white, shades of grey, brown, taupe and
evergreen. No two marble countertops
are exactly alike.
Glass for work surfaces are toughened,
making them a very durable kitchen

countertops. They are non-porous and
available in a variety of colours and
finishes including ‘crackled’ or opaque.
Recycled glass is also an option that
mimics the look and feel of quartz
because of the reflections and refractions
from coloured glass chips.
Ceramic is a great alternative to real
marble. Ceramic countertops with a
marble inspired finish make a luxurious
addition to a kitchen. They are popular
because they are versatile, super hygienic,
resistant to water, mildew, mould and
dw
bacteria.
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Furniture Trends
Kobe
The marble effect also in the office

K

obe, the latest product, has
recently been released by
Newform Ufficio, a collection
that includes numerous and versatile
solutions adaptable to different contexts.
In addition to the many technical and
stylistic proposals, the catalogue of
finishes also allows you to customize each
area as much as possible, giving the choice
of colours and materials the ability to
convey identity messages, practical needs
or expressions of taste.
Newform Ufficio, part of the ARAN
World group, can count on lengthy
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experience in woodworking, and with
many materials of the latest generation,
also has the ability to stay up to date with
the latest trends. One of these, especially
in 2020, has as its protagonist the ‘marble
effect’, increasingly appreciated in every
furniture sector. The marble, after all, has
always had a special and authoritative
aura with its endless shades, bright
reflections and that inherent capability to
be ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ at the same time. Today
it is considered a great classic, able to give
an unquestionable touch of style to any
environment, and that’s why Newform
Ufficio decided to pay homage to it with
a particular laminate finish among the
finishes of the Kobe collection.
Also, the service units can become the
fulcrum of an essential furnishing project,
designed for a shared office.
Besides being roomy storage units,
they help to separate spaces in larger
environments and can serve as a support
for desks. Equipped with ducting for
the passage of cables and sliding doors,

the interior of the compartments can be
organised according to your needs, with
the added possibility of creating open
units. The new desks with the top flush
with the structure, a distinctive sign of
the Kobe collection, can be integrated
with the back or used independently, in
order to better organise the space and
increase its usability. The marble effect
laminate finish becomes the expression of
a formal and professional environment,
while the black of the tables strengthens
the sense of sobriety and elegance.
With its latest product, Newform
Ufficio not only expands the range of
collections offered to its specific sector,
but also offers furnishing units suitable
for any domestic environment: Kobe is, in
fact, a clear example of how an essential
design and a great choice of finishes and
materials can turn a piece of furniture
into perfect and functional furniture for
dw
your home.
www.newformufficio.it
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Furniture and Furnishing Trends
by Stienie Greyling

F

urniture and home design trends
are continually evolving and
changing as people look for new
ways to decorate their home.
Furniture Style Trends of 2021.
One of the major trends that has taken
hold over the past few years is using
natural material for finishes.
In 2021 expect to see more unpainted
wood furnishings, stone textures, plants,
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wicker furniture and ceramic pieces in the
home. Combining natural materials will
also be huge this year. Using two different
types of natural materials can provide a
contrast in texture and pattern, which is
on-trend right now.
Metal is very stylish at the moment, and
is expected to make a big comeback this
year. Now metals like brass, bronze, gold,
black coloured bronze and copper are
popping up in every room of the home.

Geometric textures and patterns are still
in this year. Look out for asymmetric shapes
in artwork, furniture, textiles and more.
Luxurious fabrics are back in style and
velvet upholstery is number one on the list
of these. Step back in time with emerald
or amethyst velvet chairs and sofas.
Vintage furniture is coming back in
style and it is pretty easy to get similar
vintage pieces new as they are being
manufactured today.

Comfortable beds are another top
trend.
Soft fabric upholstered bed
headboards make bedrooms cosy and
inviting.
Upholstered furniture and
cocoon beds will be one of the biggest
furniture trends in 2021.
Grey is still on trend in 2021. The
PANTOME colour Institute named
ultimate grey along with illuminating (a
vibrant shade of yellow) the two colours of
the year. These two colours used together

create a warm, optimistic environment of
strength and positivity.
In addition to ultraviolet, navy,
mustard, emerald and terracotta are all
popular shades this year. Oceanside and
power pink are other popular shades.
Pink shades are popular as they can
be used in contrast with many other
colours, such as navy, royal blues, pine
green and bright yellow.
Top furniture looks for 2021.
Create curves with tubular furniture.
Full-on voluptuous or gently rounded
curves will lift the layout and soften the
overall look of a room.

Weave in a new look with furniture
(bamboo headboards, rattan seating and
natural cane tables), that brings texture to
a scheme.
Introduce a brilliantly, brightly
coloured piece of furniture such as a
cabinet or sofa to make a statement in
any space.
Modular and freestanding furniture
can give a room a sense of space,
freedom and visual excitement. While
the unfitted or modular look works well
in large rooms, it can also be adapted to
work in a compact space with carefully
dw
chosen modules.
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Minna Natoma Art
Corridor Street
Furniture:
Rest and Play
San Francisco,
United States

R

est and Play looks into
imagination and interpretation
as generative tools for designing
public furniture. It is developed from an
in-depth look at playgrounds as places
for learning, socializing, and worldbuilding and transposes some of these
sculptural forms back onto the street with
renewed purpose. Designed for a multigenerational demographic, the furniture
will provide a place to rest for the tired,
while enabling different activities by
children and adults alike. We view play as
a social act, and as a way to find balance
collectively, and so through it, we seek
to create spaces where interaction and
communication can lead to unexpected
opportunities.
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The discreet singular sculptural forms
will be connected by a continuous “spine”
that provides a structure to the space
linking the Transbay Transit Center to
SFMOMA and the Yerba Buena Gardens.
The project transforms the streetscape
into a promenade where singular
occurrences are woven together, so that
the pieces “walk with you” as you walk
down the street, drawing your attention
to things previously unnoticed. A place to
sit becomes an invitation to explore.
While each furniture piece is custom
designed to accommodate specific needs
and site conditions, they can be massproduced if only one or two are chosen.
While we showcase a variety of forms in
our presentation, the pieces follow a few
simple rules and can be fabricated using
very conventional and straightforward
methods.
The concrete structure of the furniture
can be cast in manageable segments offsite, and can then be delivered to site,
fastened together, and anchored to the
sidewalk. The lighter components, such as
seats and colour panels, will be constructed
from wood and painted metal respectively.
These parts are more liable to wear and tear,
so they will be detailed to provide adequate
space for cleaning and replacement if
necessary. The continuous spine, shown as

a stainless steel pipe, consists of standard
straight and curved pipe segments, with
customized couplings and anchors to
allow geometric flexibility. Where the
spine stops, at the endpoint of each piece, it
anchors into the ground to accommodate
either a bollard or a bike rack.
Technical sheet
•
Project Name: Minna Natoma Art
Corridor Street Furniture: Rest and
Play

•
•
•

•

Location: San Francisco, California
Client:
San
Francisco
Arts
Commission
Architects: Ballman Khapalova in
collaboration with Rayyane Tabet
(artist)
Project Date: 2021 (Competition
dw
Finalist Proposal)
www.ballkhap.com/rest-and-play
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City Centre at Steyn City
The apex of modern luxury apartment living

S

teyn City has never been shy about
its goal of becoming the number one
residential leisure development in
the world – and, with the opening of the
City Centre, it has taken one step closer to
reaching that objective.
That’s because the City Centre sets new
standards in urban apartment living, with
over 700 apartments and 11 penthouses
in a completely pedestrianised zone,
featuring treed piazzas, spilling down
a stepped hillside in the manner of
yesteryear’s citadel, which in time to
come, will be lined with bespoke retailers
and restaurants. Rooftop swimming pools
give residents a private space to relax in the
sun, above the City Centre. The cuttingedge security technology for which Steyn
City is known, including triple biometrics
and the Centre’s own 24/7 security nerve
centre, completes the package, while
residents are also able to enjoy the worldclass facilities that have helped create a
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lifestyle like no other. And, of course,
the incomparable 2 000-acre indigenous
parkland with over a million planted trees
and shrubs gives all who live at Steyn City
one of the biggest back gardens in the
country – a privilege unknown to most
people living in apartments worldwide.
One of the most notable features of
the City Centre is the super basement,
capable of accommodating 2 000 cars in
a facility that has been especially designed
so that the piazzas and walkways are
closed to traffic and fully pedestrianised,
in keeping with Steyn City’s ethos of a
pedestrianised community. Each level
of the basement has its own signature
core, made with different materials
(mosaic, timber, granite and marble), so
that residents have a point of reference
that prevents them from getting lost. Far
from being dark, cramped and difficult to
manoeuvre, like most basements, these
super sub-basements are just as beautiful

as the rest of the City Centre: spacious,
with exceedingly high roofs featuring cutouts to create a sense of volume and to
bring in ventilation, and green lungs due
to the densely planted trees and greenery
creating a unique basement experience.
Below the super sub-basement are truck
tunnels designed for deliveries, maintenance
and refuse, keeping all behind-the-scenes
services out of sight. A front desk service in
each core will handle courier packages and
deliveries to residents.
The apartments represent the apex in
luxe living, with each home boasting a
unique floor layout. Highlights include
Blu-line kitchens with integrated
appliances from Gaggenau – the global
leading brand for domestic appliances.
Founded in 1683, this German brand,
which is inspired by the requirements of
top chefs, is a natural fit with Steyn City.
Other special features include Kohler
fittings and sanitaryware, along with high

ceilings, extra spacious rooms, double
glazed windows, and air-conditioning.
Several duplex apartments even have their
own dedicated internal lifts, ensuring
that these homes are in a league of their
own. Unlike many apartments, which are
seen as a stop gap en-route to a dream
home, these magnificent residences are
so spacious and comfortable they will be
sought after as a permanent address.
But it is the opulently decorated show
apartments and penthouses that truly
stand out as a showcase of luxury living.
Steyn City enlisted the assistance of South
Africa’s leading designers - including
Silvio Rech and Lesley Carstens of Rech
+ Carstens, Stephen Falcke of Stephen
Falcke Interior Design, Amanda Elliott
of Design Collective, Ayesha Nobanda of
Urban Glam, Bilala Mabuza of Cocoon
Lifestyle, Buzwe Mabuza of Design
Dreams International, Donald Nxumalo
of Donald Nxumalo Interior Design and
Yvonne O’Brien of The Private House
Company - to create a signature look for
the eight homes which form part of City
Centre’s showcase, which are the apogee
of style and sophistication.
In many of these homes, a special effort
has been made to bring the outdoors in,
reinforcing the connection that makes
Steyn City unique. This was certainly the
case for Silvio Rech + Lesley Carstens,
who focused on creating a home in the
sky with an eclectic, individual style,
which is made to live and grow with the
inhabitant. Stephen Falcke, meanwhile,
applied his award-winning expertise to
create a cosmopolitan, luxury sanctuary
that would appeal to the super-rich in
its unique palette of Eau de Nil, which
mirrors the lagoon over which its views
extend. Both penthouses boast their
own private rooftop plunge pools. In
her one-bedroom apartment, Ayesha
Nobanda played off the grit of urban
living with glamour and sophistication,
while Amanda Elliott – whose threebedroom duplex apartment stands out
for its customised wallpaper designs also played with contrasts, juxtaposing
Manhattan-style apartment living with
Steyn City’s parkland setting. Yvonne
O’Brien’s design philosophy, emphasising
understated elegance, is clearly evidenced
in her four-bedroom, duplex apartment
which, again, is imbued with an accent
on the luxurious. Buzwe Mabuza’s
inspiration for his two-bedroom simplex
apartment was the global citizen who

feels as much at home at Steyn City as
he does in New York or London, and for
Donald Nxumalo’s two-bedroom duplex
apartment, the ideal homeowner is
someone who values quality – not just the
quality of their possessions, but quality
of life. Finally, Bilala Mabuza added an
unforgettable touch to her two-bedroom
apartment with the inclusion of pieces by
some of South Africa’s most exciting up
and coming artists.
The Brand Experience Centre launched
to promote the City Centre is just as
innovative, beautiful and exciting as
the development itself. Here, potential
purchasers can get an idea of the scope
and scale of this visionary development
and its world-class amenities. The centre
is fitted out with a Gaggenau kitchen, and
is the perfect venue for luxury brands
wishing to entertain their top clients in an
internationally styled gallery environment.
It’s not just distinctive design that
makes it possible for Steyn City to offer a
singular lifestyle says Giuseppe Plumari,
CEO of Steyn City Properties, “Most
destinations in South Africa tend to focus
on a specific interest or hobby, like golf
or equestrian. Not so at Steyn City – we
have made sure that whatever you would
like to pursue, from horse-riding at our
world-class Equestrian Centre to golf at
our renowned 18-hole Nicklaus design
championship golf course, you have the
means to live life to its fullest.” Other
activities that have been made possible
thanks to the parkland’s 45km promenade
include jogging and walking – and since
the track is well lit at night, there’s no
question of having to cut short your
training because the sun is setting. There

is also a fully equipped gym, outdoor
exercise stations, and a purpose built 50
km MTB track, all within a secure setting
that provides homeowners with complete
peace of mind. To coax families away
from screens, Steyn City has a number of
children’s play nodes, along with a Skate
Park, Dino Park and enchanted Pirate
Ship – and, of course, the development’s
brand new Steyn City Lagoon powered
by GAST Clearwater™, complete with
beach-style Laguna kiosk, water slides,
beach volleyball, pedalos and kayaks, that
makes every day a holiday. Plus, because
Steyn City realises that convenience is
the ultimate luxury for the time-starved,
other amenities include AAA-grade
offices at Capital Park and the forwardthinking Steyn City School Campus, all
on site, along with the recently launched
Ultimate Helistop. The services offered by
this seven-star facility mean that residents
can skip the traffic by organising a flight
to their next meeting, or to their weekend
getaway destination.
The development’s many accolades –
including, most recently, its appearance
on New World Wealth’s list of the world’s
top 10 lifestyle estates – are testimony to
the effort and care invested in creating
this outstanding parkland residence.
“As we prepare to launch our first 187
apartments as part of Phase 1, we are
exceptionally proud of the City Centre
as the latest addition to a destination we
believe makes it possible for everyone to
live their dream life,” Plumari concludes.
To book an exclusive viewing, contact
ccsales@steyncity.co.za or telephone
010 597 1170 or www.steyncity.co.za
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Amanda Elliott
Design Collective

Having specialised in hospitality interiors,
the Design Collective – comprising husband
and wife team Amanda Elliott and Matthew
Fogg – had enormous fun “letting their
minds run wild” as they decorated their
City Centre apartment.
The duo was as inspired by the high
rise sophistication of Manhattan-style
apartment living as by Steyn City’s
parkland setting, and leveraged the
creative tension that results from this
beautiful juxtaposition by inviting the
outdoors in.
The wallpapers which enliven each
room are another highlight. This is, in

Ayesha Nobanda
Urban Glam

As a relative newcomer to South Africa’s
design scene, Ayesha Nobanda considered
it a great honour to be appointed to the
City Centre design team, alongside such
industry legends as Donald Nxumalo and
Yvonne O’Brien.
Although Ayesha’s apartment was small
in size, she has set about creating a feeling
of airy spaciousness – an aesthetic which
has become an Urban Glam trademark.
This has been achieved through the use
of neutral colours on walls, sheer drapes
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in soft colours, and neutrals enlivened
with bold pops of colour. The latter also
speaks to Urban Glam’s signature move
of combining two styles: taking the
roughness of modern urban living, and
giving it a glamorous edge; for example
with accents of velvet and gold.
Ayesha chose to emphasise the holidaytype atmosphere that is a natural byproduct of the City Centre’s resort design.
Again, the use of colour, along with a
simple aesthetic, were key here.

fact, a signature touch for the Design
Collective; each of the company projects
features custom-made wallpapers,
designed in partnership with a
resurfaces and wallpaper designer, and
designed, printed and installed for the
company, so that nothing is bought off
the roll.
Their apartment stands out for its
quirky touches: it’s a haven of cream and
enlivened with pops of green. Pattern
and texture add loads of interest, while
signature vintage pieces create an
arresting counterpoint to this hypermodern residence.

Bilala Mabuza
Cocoon Lifestyle

One of the first things you’ll notice
when you walk into the City Centre
apartment designed by Bilala Mabuza of
Cocoon Lifestyle is the magnificent art.
Bilala immediately recognised the space’s
potential as a showcase, and leveraged her
long-standing partnership with ArtEye
Gallery to source spaces that would do it
justice. This is how magnificent pieces by
the likes of Thokozani Mthiyane, Lionel
Murcott and Michelle Silk have come to
be a focal point in the apartment.
Bilala is not only committed to
promoting local artists; she is equally
passionate about South African designers.
She insists that pieces are manufactured

locally, even if the material is sourced
overseas. This ethos is as much about
creating jobs within the local community
as it is about honouring the African
aesthetic – important, because Bilala
is clear that although her design holds
appeal for a global citizen, she has held
true to the principles of texture that
resonate with the African spirit. This
explains her use of texture in, for example,
wallpaper and raw, untreated pieces.
The final design takes into account not
only the outdoor-oriented lifestyle that is
so integral to Steyn City, but also the need
for homes in the post-lockdown world to
offer versatile spaces.

Buzwe Mabuza

Design Dreams International
Guided by his sense of a global resident
who wants to feel a seamless connection
whether living in New York, working in
South Africa or playing in London, Buzwe
Mabuza of Design Dreams International
sought to optimise and play with space in
his City Centre apartment.
A self-confessed ‘carnival circus
designer’ who relishes playing with colour,
pattern and texture, Buzwe says that he
changed tactics completely when it came

to this project; making extensive use of
white to offset the space and deliberately
choosing a more conservative approach
that nonetheless offsets geometrics and
textures for interest.
Buzwe’s delight at being asked to design
an apartment in what he considers one
of the country’s prime developments
shows in his use of an aesthetic that holds
universal appeal.
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Donald Nxumalo

Donald Nxumalo Interiors Profile
Each of Donald Nxumalo’s projects starts
with the question: how can I, as a designer,
help my client tell their story? When you’re
not designing with a specific client in
mind, that question becomes difficult to
answer – so Donald solved his dilemma
by imagining a resident who appreciates
quality; not simply quality items, but also
quality of life, as offered by Steyn City’s
magnificent array of high calibre amenities
and new luxury City Centre.
This imaginary resident would not only
respond to Donald’s signature aesthetic –
functional, beautiful and dramatic – but
would also appreciate his distinct African
aesthetic, made all the more significant
by using handcrafted pieces which add

authenticity and invite a high level of
engagement.
Donald’s apartment has been designed
in a way that honours that parkland
which forms its surrounds: colours which
occur in nature, such as the blue of water,
the orange of a sunset and the green of
trees, have been chosen to amplify and
reflect the soothing atmosphere of this
unique setting. The textures that prevail
throughout the apartment have also been
selected to recreate nature’s tactility; think
of grass cloth, for example.
The aesthetic comes together in a bold
ode to Africa, forming an eloquent and
unapologetic statement about the forwardthinking direction the continent is taking.

Yvonne O’Brien

The Private House Company
Yvonne O’Brien’s The Private House
Company has established a reputation
based on her trademark aesthetic, selfdescribed as “understated elegance”. It’s
a look that has proved a firm favourite
among many of South Africa’s leading
bush lodges, with the result that many of
South Africa’s best loved bush destinations
bear her signature look, inspired by nature
and are light, sophisticated and simple.
Yvonne has brought this calming
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aesthetic to Steyn City, where she has
strived to create a look that blends
the functionality desired by today’s
homeowners with the undeniable and
distinctive luxury that is the resort
parkland’s residence.
Her apartment has captured the
boldness of the Steyn City vision and the
comfort and convenience of apartment
living, with authentic African accents
dw
creating a sense of space and place.

On the Terrace
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Detail
Photo credit: Dane Alonso

The Hill in Front of the Glen
Morelia, Mexico

T

South façade
Photo credit: Dane Alonso
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he inspiration behind this project
is derived from listening carefully
to the subtle murmurs and
whispers of environments like this, as well
as the client’s search for protection and
shelter.
How can one feel protected? What can
be done when one feels vulnerable? This
question was accompanied by an image,
or perhaps a memory: a frightened child
covering himself with a light bed sheet as
he peeks out to make sure he can see what
is going on around him.
Pulling a bed sheet over ourselves is an
elemental act that alludes to the most basic
part of the self; a bed sheet hides, protects,
wraps, and creates a space beneath it that
is so safe and intimate as to keep away any
spirit, ghost, or demon that may be in the
surrounds of the room.
At the same time, this project generates
a continuity in the beautiful living surface
around the land, forming a new hill in a
place already surrounded by many.
The architecture is like an accent on
the words of a poem, like a comma or
a question mark, but never the actual
poem itself. The poem is already written
by the pines, the oaks, the sweet acacia,
the fireflies, the road, the fence, the
neighbour’s well, the earth, the orchard,
and the nightingale.
Four concrete walls contribute accents
to the poem, surprisingly emerging from

Living room and dining room
Photo credit: Cesar Bejar

the landscape; two of them bearing the
soil of the new hill created by raising the
bed sheet, and two others framing the
access as they escort guests into the house.
The path is wide enough to walk
comfortably alone, yet narrow enough to
discourage accompaniment. Visitors are
guided into a pilgrimage of solitude that
leads to an old tree with such a significant
presence that it was necessary to distort
the linearity of one of the walls with a
gentle curve to be able to pass next to it...
so close that it is even possible to graze it.
After crossing the tree threshold, going
down a few solid pearled stone steps, and
opening a heavy steel door, a concrete
vault supports the loads of the green
bed sheet that rests upon it; providing a
sensation of being inside a cold, dark, but
strangely cosy cave.
Concrete was chosen as the main
material due to a dream about this new
rock melting while inevitably interacting
with the forest, changing colours... greys
that turned to greens, blacks and yellows
that were gradually incorporated into the
environment. The flooring emphasises an
aroma of wood that is perceived when
surrounded by pine trees, providing
balance to the cold temperature of the
concrete; and finally, steel, that with time
and rainfall, acquires the appearance of
tree bark.
As for the spatial organisation, public
areas on the left side of the house are
completely exposed to the wooded ravine,
and on the right side are open more
discreetly to a courtyard with treetop and
sky views.

It was important to have very few
references of elements that would connect
to a specific moment in time, so the
refrigerator and appliances were hidden,
the lighting was arranged very discreetly,
and only the four main materials were
included: stone, wood, concrete, and
steel. It was very important for the client
to preserve the rough and primitive
atmosphere of being in the mountains.

Technical sheet
•
Architectural Firm: HW STUDIO
•
Project location: El vaquerito,
Morelia, Michoacán.
•
Completion Year: 2021
•
Gross Built Area (square meters or
square foot): 250 mts 2
•
Lead Architects: Rogelio Vallejo
Bores and Oscar Didier Ascencio
Castro.

North Façade
Photo credit: Dane Alonso
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Public Area
Photo credit: Cesar Bejar

Access hall
Photo credit: Dane Alonso

Access hall
Photo credit: Cesar Bejar

Bedroom
Photo credit: Cesar Bejar

Main entrance
Photo credit: Dane Alonso

Master bedroon
Photo credit: Cesar Bejar

Area Photo
Photo credit: Dane Alonso

•
•
•

Team: Sergio Antonio Garcia Padilla, Jesus Alejandro Lopez
Hernandez, Alberto Gallegos Negrete.
Construction company: ARGA Constructora
Budget: 350,000 USD

Photo credits:
•
Rainy Mood Pictures: Cesar Bejar www.cesarbejarstudio.com
•
Sunny Mood Pictures: Dane Alonso www.danealonso.com
•
Video: Mavix. Hugo Tirso Dominguez
www.hw-studio.com
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Sharjah Beach Yacht Marina Restaurant Club

3Deluxe Designs
Attractive Urban
Beach With
Marina in U.A.E.

Al Heera Beach Spa Daybeds

Sharjah Beach Club House Restaurant

Sharjah, United
Arab Emirates

S

everal
years
after
3deluxe
transformed
the
downtown
Noor Island into a green, urban
paradise, the German architecture office
is designing a vibrant, attractive urban
beach with a marina as part of more
comprehensive tourist infrastructure
measures in Sharjah City, a metropolis
that is home to millions.
Urban beaches make an important
contribution to the quality of life in large
metropolises. Meanwhile, there is a
growing trend to not only define them as
special places for bathing, but to integrate
them more into the everyday urban context
and make them accessible to different
groups of people around the clock.

Sharjah Beach Marina Club House
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Sharjah Beach Club House Restaurant Cafés

3deluxe was given the opportunity to
transform one of the urban beaches of
Sharjah City not far from Dubai’s famous
landmarks Burj Khalifa and The Palm into
an attractive urban location. Restaurants,
cafés, local suppliers, playgrounds, ample
greenery, jogging and bike tracks provide
city dwellers with an attractive area
between beach and city that serves many
different purposes.
Three-organically shaped platforms,
each featuring eight buildings and
pavilions, blend harmoniously into the
setting comprising a three km-long beach
and promenade. Embedded between
clusters two and three are a marina with a
clubhouse, several service buildings, and a

small park. The marina is open to the public
and in combination with the park enhances
the location’s excellent amenity value.
Organic Beach Cluster
The three organic beach clusters are
inserted between roads, promenades, and
beaches, and offer space for numerous
restaurants, cafés, mini-markets and
service buildings. The arrangement not
only means several restaurant terraces
face the sea, but simultaneously forms
an inner square-like area that is lined by
cafés.
Access to the promenade on the one
side and to the beach on the other is both
intuitive and flowing. An organically

shaped shaded roof covers the “square”
of each cluster and creates a pleasant
atmosphere. Lush greenery, seating, and
playgrounds turn every cluster into a
place that promotes communication and
entices visitors to linger.

cabanas. An impressive administrative
building with reception and premises for a
sailing school with boat rental and several
storage and service buildings complement
the ensemble. From the small park, there
is an attractive view of the marina.
Sharjah City is a melting pot of
numerous nationalities and cultures;
around 90% of its inhabitants are
foreigners, above all Asians from the
Middle and Far East.

Club House Spa Organic Rooftop

Marina with Park
The small marina can accommodate
100 boats of various sizes. A clubhouse
with a restaurant and roof garden forms
the heart of the marina. The sophisticated
architectural building consists of a
flowing, undulating roof providing
pleasant shading for the restaurant
terraces. Club guests can also enjoy an
exclusive, resort-like area with pools and

Sharjah Beach Restaurant Club
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hope comes in 3s

The Al Heera beach development
is one of many measures intended to
enhance the quality of life for the city’s
residents and promote both diversity and
the coexistence of the various cultures,
namely ex-pats, tourists, and locals.
The design and planning of the entire
project are complete. Construction began
in December 2020 and the opening is
planned for November 2021. 3deluxe is
involved in other projects by Shurooq
involving the development of urban and
tourist infrastructure measures for the
Emirate. More will be related by them in
dw
the coming months.
Photography credit: 3deluxe

T

Datasheet
•
Official Project Name: Al Heera
Beach & Marina
•
Location: Al Heera Beach, Sharjah
City, U.A.E.
•
Client:
Shurooq,
Sharjah
Investment
&
Development
Authority
•
Architects and designers: 3deluxe
www.3deluxe.de/en/ocean/projects/
smb_alheera-beach

Sharjah Beach Marina Club House

Cluster Square Sharjah

he steadily growing appeal of 3,
our contemporary line of outdoor
furniture, has led to the inevitable addition of new ‘threes’.
nan, palindrome byname and design
has a new and almost square addition to its
longer namesake - sporting a 60s revival
softly curved surface. It is purposefully
made for the restaurant market, the
versatile form with two straight ends
allows the tables to join together when the
party grows.
Initiating a string of folding canvas
products to pack up and go is the origami
chair - destined to re-set the camping
bar from Cape Point to the Okavango,
providing truly ergonomic seating for the
nomads of our era .The origami chair is
is our take and remake of a once popular
mid century design of Japanese origin
with strong Scandinavian overtones that,
quite possibly, everyone’s architect from
the 60s will remember.
At home outside in the veld or
courtyard, yet sophisticated enough
to fold and bring indoors to the living
room - the origami chair is lightweight
and extremely robust, truly a versatile
and visually interesting chair, offering an
extraordinary level of comfort.

It is available in three subdued
colours (sand, grey and olive), of robust
polycotton canvas, stitched by a local
master saddle maker. There is a choice
of oiled ash or natural jarrah cylindrical
wooden arms.
3 is a body of original work from the hope
forge, a collection of functional furniture
for contemporary living that utilises and
sustains traditional artisanal skills.

It is a dedication to the magic and
mathematics of the proportions of 3
using the imperial measuring system - all
products strive to embody the Alvar Aalto
credo ‘beauty is the harmony of purpose
and form’
dw
3 is hope, for the future.
www.hopegf.com

Sharjah Beach Service Building
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WELLNESS
Photo credit: Matter Design

Photo credit: Brandon Clifford

Grayson Play-Lab
Radnor, United States

Photo credit: Ally O’Rourke-Barrett
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T

he
Grayson
Play-Lab
is
reimagining education by learning
from Neolithic observatories.
As schools prepare for the return of
students, questions remain about how
to balance effective education within the
confines of pre-pandemic classrooms.
A recent report from Harvard’s Chan
School of Public Health is calling for
maximising physical distancing through
known procedures, as well as taking the
classroom outdoors. Early childhood
education already includes imaginative
play in the form of recess, but middle and
upper school students are rarely educated
outside. This is not only a pandemicrelated issue, but also a pervasive
assumption that children age their way
out of play in adolescence.
“We know that play is an essential
component for educating children of
all ages. When students (and adults)
engage in play, they unleash creativity
and problem-solving, experience wonder
and joy, and develop teamwork and
persistence. At this moment, it is crucial
that we continue to have a dedicated focus
on play, and that we re-imagine education
to leverage the potentials of learning
outdoors.” — Melissa Bilash, The Grayson
School
As leaders in innovative educational
practices for gifted students, The Grayson
School challenged Matter Design to
provide a play space for their upper
grade students and teachers that would
ignite an age-appropriate version of
imaginative learning. In partnership with
CEMEX Global R&D, Matter Design
created an otherworldly collection of
curious concrete characters situated in

a landscape. These colossal creatures
are unlike other play structures. The
recognizable colours, textures, and
materials of common play structures
have grown up, prioritising maturity over
padding for a false sense of safety. These
monstrous elements are unrecognisable as
interactive play objects and, instead, they
serve as scaffolds to fuel the imagination
of the project-based learning curriculum
of The Grayson School.
“It is an exciting challenge for us at
CEMEX to think about how the material
properties of our concrete technologies
can directly contribute to play and
education, but also how play can challenge
us to think differently about material
itself.” — Davide Zampini, CEMEX
Global R&D
Matter Design sculpted the elements
with cryptic details that entice curiosity.
These details are as practical as they are
cryptic, with alignments to themselves as
well as to the cosmos. These alignments are
developed in concert with the curriculum
of the school. Over the course of their
education, students are challenged to
discover the meaning behind these design
decisions, to calculate their coordinates,
and to understand the logic of how high
design can influence their whimsical, but
rigorous education.
To spark agency for the students, a
family of wooden instruments, called
‘glyphs’, serve as a starter kit to bring the
play-lab to life. Reminiscent of a type-set,
each is unique, but share properties with
their neighbours. These colourful tools
have dimensions and forms that suggest
a usefulness without overtly prescribing
singular functions. This blending of

utilitarian and ceremonial pressures is
crafted to inspire a state of world-building.
As a system, the glyphs are designed to be
expanded as the students develop their
own language.
“As the students fabricate their own
instruments, we will be interested to
learn whether they abandon, adapt, or
transform the language we instantiated.”
— Johanna Lobdell, Matter Design
The concept for this play-lab is to create
a space that provides a foundation to
encourage the development of a world
that need not rely on deterministic
outcomes. The more time spent with the
play-lab, the deeper the understanding,
which in turn unlocks greater discoveries
for the students and teachers to unpack.
The goal of this work is not only to impact
the education of students at The Grayson
School, but also to offer a possible reimagination of how we integrate play into
adolescent education.
“By designing this play-lab to address
the under-represented category of
adolescent play, we had to overcome
the association that the term ‘play’ has
with early childhood - one dedicated
to physical activities such as swings,
slides, or monkey bars. Adolescents
deploy their imaginations differently;
through intellectual challenges, rigorous
experiments,
and
world-building.
Crafting an infrastructure for young
adults to play in served as an incredibly
rewarding design challenge for us.” —
Brandon Clifford, Matter Design
The Grayson Play-Lab recently received
an AZ award for Concepts: Ideas and
Prototypes.

The Family of Custom Glyphs
Photo credit: Brandon Clifford

The Family of Custom Glyphs
Photo credit: Brandon Clifford
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Photo credit: Ally O’Rourke-Barrett

Photo credit: Brandon Clifford

Photo credit: Ally O’Rourke-Barrett

Photo credit: Ally O’Rourke-Barrett

Technical Sheet
•
Year: 2020
•
Size: 62ft x 40ft x 16ft
•
Location: Radnor Pennsylvania
•
Site: The Grayson School
•
Material: Concrete, Wood, Rope, &
Hardware
•
On-site
construction:
Zach
McWilliams, 8 Chestnut
•
Principals: Brandon Clifford &
Johanna Lobdell
•
Project leads: Emily Whitbeck,
Kevin Marblestone, Matthew John
Meyers, & Tyler Swingle
•
Project team: Gil Sunshine \
Marianna
Gonzalez-Cervantes
Acknowledgements:
Funding
provided by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, CEMEX
Global R&D, The Grayson School,
dw
and Matter Design.

Photo credit: Ally O’Rourke-Barrett

Photo credit: Ally O’Rourke-Barrett
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EVENTS

Festival des
Architectures
Vives 2021

SOLEIL DES JARDINS- Soto Antunez Isabel &
Gonzalez Gracia Elena

Montpellier, France

T

he 2021 edition of the Festival
of Architectures Vives received
a very positive return from the
public, the number of visitors the festival
has increased hugely, with more than
10,000 people attending.
The Festival des Architectures Vives
aims at raising public awareness over a
wide range of architecture. It seeks not
only to highlight the work of a young
generation of architects, landscape
architects and urban planners, but also to
discover unexpected urban areas.
Many works allow interaction with
visitors. Leaving no physical trace, the
festival seeks to make an impression, to
initiate a global reflection on architecture
and its development in an existing urban
context and finally, to create a dialogue
between contemporary works and
heritage. Mediators are present at each
site. These mediators are students at the
School of Architecture of Montpellier and
they strive to increase the appreciation of
the works among the visitors. The event
is free, reflecting the desire of opening
up architecture to the greatest possible
number of people.

Public Award : SABLIER - Atelier 4 et SP25 Arquitectura : David Oliva
Torras, Elisenda Planas Costa et Anna Juncà i Frigola

RED BAG LADY- Anekdote

SOLEIL DES JARDINS- Soto Antunez
Isabel & Gonzalez Gracia Elena

Public Award : SABLIER - Atelier 4 et SP25 Arquitectura : David Oliva Torras,
Elisenda Planas Costa et Anna Juncà i Frigola
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EVENTS
Teams of the FAV 2021
Teams who create the ephemeral works
were selected after a call for submissions
was launched in September 2019. They
come from France and countries abroad.
NATURE EN TRANSITIONAGRESTE: Florent Clier, Charlotte
Fagart, Sebastien Roussel

- AN 4000 - Atelier AJO : José Roldán et
Alice Delattre
•
Cabra // Espagne / Paris // France
•
Jury Award FAV 2021
- SABLIER - Atelier 4 et SP25
Arquitectura : David Oliva Torras,
Elisenda Planas Costa et Anna Juncà i
Frigola
•
Barcelone // Espagne
•
Public Award FAV 2021
- L’ESTHETIQUE DU MAL - Hernandez
Hugues, Marty Ariane, Baufils Morgan
•
Bordeaux // France
•
Special Mention FAV 2021

4HARPS- YESOBAZA

- Soleil des jardins- Soto Antunez Isabel
& Gonzalez Gracia Elena
•
Pantin // France / Séville // Espagne
- 4HARPS- YESOBAZA
•
Saint Etienne // France

NATURE EN TRANSITION- AGRESTE:
Florent Clier, Charlotte Fagart, Sebastien
Roussel

Jury Award : AN 4000 - Atelier AJO :
José Roldán et Alice Delattre

- RED BAG LADY- Anekdote
•
Montreal // Canada / Berlin //
Allemagne
NATURE
EN
TRANSITIONAGRESTE: Florent Clier, Charlotte
Fagart, Sebastien Roussel
•
Paris // France
- BLOOM- Vigouroux Mathilde
•
Paris // France
- LA VENELLE GARDIANE - Atelier
MICROMEGA : Gauthier Martinez,
Alexandre Lahaye, Thomas Pourteyroux,
Justine Guyard, Charlie Granjon
•
Lyon // France
- Débords de mer - FARGA
•
Lyon / Gaillard // France
FAV 2021:
•
15th edition in Montpellier
•
July 6th – 11th 2021 in Montpellier
•
10,000 visitors
•
10 installations
Photography by: photoarchitecture
festivaldesarchitecturesvives

4HARPS- YESOBAZA
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L’ESTHETIQUE DU MAL - Hernandez Hugues,
Marty Ariane, Baufils Morgan

DEBORDS DE MER- FARGA

L’ESTHETIQUE DU MAL - Hernandez Hugues, Marty Ariane, Baufils Morgan

L’ESTHETIQUE DU MAL - Hernandez Hugues, Marty Ariane, Baufils Morgan

LA VENELLE
GARDIANE - Atelier
MICROMEGA :
Gauthier Martinez,
Alexandre Lahaye,
Thomas Pourteyroux,
Justine Guyard, Charlie
Granjon

BLOOM- Vigouroux Mathilde

About The Festival des Architectures
Vives
The Festival des Architectures Vives is
a public architectural exhibition. Visitors
have been able to discover or rediscover
the historical landmarks of the city of
Montpellier since 2006. The event invites
visitors to interact with the rich heritage
by offering installations scattered around
the city. In Montpellier, it takes place in the
historic town and offers a path connecting
mansions and courtyards, mostly private,
that are usually not accessible to visitors.
dw

www.festivaldesarchitecturesvives.com
DEBORDS DE MER- FARGA
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• ARENA by Benoît Maubrey,
presented outdoors on the grounds
of the Grand Théâtre de Québec.
• Through the Walls by Collectif
Tel quel, winner of the student
competition held through our first
collaboration with the Maison Des
Métiers D’Art de Québec, presented
at the Citadelle of Quebec.

Passages Insolites
8th edition: art
takes over!
Québec, Canada

P

ASSAGES INSOLITES, produced
by EXMURO under the artistic
direction of Vincent Roy and
presented by the City of Quebec, is taking
place from June 26 to October 11, 2021.
This 8th edition, unprecedented in scale,
has met with great success.
More than 20 unique and surprising
works by artists from Quebec and
around the world have been adding a
touch of magic to the urban experience
and transforming how we see the city.
PASSAGES INSOLITES is open and
accessible to all, and the art walk is a safe
activity ideal for the whole family. From
ephemeral installations to unexpected
encounters, art is taking over the city and
popping up on a street corner near you!
The main circuit
From Petit Champlain and Place
Royale, through the Old Port, and on to
Saint-Roch and Saint-Sauveur, a yellow
line painted on the road will guide visitors
along the five km circuit of singular
artworks. Intrigue, surprise, unexpected

Mark Jenkins (Washington, D.C., United States), Untitled, 2021
The city is a stage set for Mark Jenkins’s hyperrealistic characters, who adopt unusual
postures and interact with the built environment in surprising ways. They pop up in the
alleyways and hidden nooks and crannies of the historic Petit-Champlain neighbourhood,
where they are always ready for playful high jinks. Cast on a human scale, and dressed in
a disarmingly realistic manner, these sculptures fool passersby, who need to do a doubletake to see that they aren’t actually real people in alarming positions.
EXMURO is pleased to present the work of Mark Jenkins in collaboration with Manif
d’art – the Quebec City biennial. In 2022, the artist’s work will be presented at Le Manif
d’art 10.

joys, and moments of poetry are the order
of the day, as visitors enjoy 21 works that
will make you look with fresh eyes. Artists
and collectives have risen to the challenge
with creativity, humour, and audacity, to
make art take over the city and create a
space of perpetual enchantment.

Public art showcases Quebec City
heritage buildings
Exclusive to this year’s edition, works
of public art will challenge how we see
Quebec City landmarks:
• King of the Mountain, by CharlesÉtienne Brochu, presented in front
of the Quebec Parliament Building.

In another exciting collaboration,
historian José Doré has partnered with
two collectives of emerging artists to
provide detailed historical explanations of
their exciting works:
•
Last Stop, by Collectif du Tropique,
winner of the student competition
organized in collaboration with
the Art School of Université
Laval, is a sculptural installation
featuring
reproductions
of
commercial signage that once
enlivened the streets of the SaintRoch district.
•
Delirious Québec, by the collective
of the same name, winner of
the student competition held in
collaboration with the Université

Laval
architecture
students’
association, is an architectural
flight of fancy that reproduces and
recombines many of Quebec City’s
landmark buildings.
For the first time, the performing arts
are part of the PASSAGES INSOLITES
circuit
Like the artworks along the circuit,
performing artists (dancers, circus
artists, musicians, theatre artists, and
multidisciplinary artists) are taking over
the urban space to spark moments of
magic in the Petit-Champlain, PlaceRoyale, and Old Port districts. This
brand-new experience straddles the thin
border between reality and imagination.
Les embuscades – stealth performing arts
pop-ups in public spaces conceived by
EXMURO, in partnership with Théâtre
Premier Acte and codirected by Marc
Goudreau and Vincent Roy, will take place
from July 14 to August 22, in collaboration
with L’orchestre d’hommes orchestres
(multi-arts), FLIP Fabrique (circus), Le
CRue (dance), District 7 production
(music) and Théâtre Kata (theatre).

Bringing the magic back to Espace 400e
This emblematic building designed
for Quebec City’s 400th anniversary will
welcome the Museum of Bad Art (MOBA),
on tour from its Boston home for a first
visit to Quebec City. For a single summer,
the building will be transformed into an
ephemeral museum housing a unique
collection of the very best bad art in the
world, work simply “too bad to be ignored.”
Visitors are sure to find that there is a unique
pleasure in work whose intent is serious but
whose execution fails lamentably.
An international event bringing in public
art from around the world
International artists at PASSAGES
INSOLITES this year:
•
Benedetto Bufalino (France): The
Lawn Cars, in Petit-Champlain.
•
Benoît
Maubrey
(Germany):
ARENA, an interactive sound work,
part of the Grand Théâtre de Québec
50th anniversary programming.
•
Nicole Banowetz (USA): An
Adaptive Moment in Bassin Louise.
•
Mark Jenkins (USA): Untitled,
characters scattered around the city.

Benoît Maubrey (Berlin, Allemagne), “ARENA”, 2017
“ARENA” is a mobile, interactive, electroacoustic sculpture. It is built entirely from a mix of recycled speakers, and is open to audience
participation: the public can create spontaneous performances or play music by making a phone call, connecting wirelessly, or plugging
directly into the installation. This temporary installation imbues the public space with an unbridled spirit of creativity sure to inspire the
entire community.
Presented in partnership with the Grand Théâtre de Québec, as part of its 50th anniversary celebrations.

BGL (Quebec City, Quebec), “The
Trap”, 2007
What artwork can hold us in its
thrall like an ice cream stand,
singing its siren song to young
and old alike? Hold on, though –
when you take a closer look, the
stand turns out to be completely
infested with dead insects! Between
attraction and repulsion, the
unsettling lure of this trap is a stark
reminder that appearances can be
deceiving, and what looks like the
tastiest of treats may be no more
than a mirage.
This artwork was first created for
Artefact Montreal’s third edition,
presented on Saint Helen’s Island by
the Centre d’art public to highlight
the 40th anniversary of Expo 67.
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PASSAGES INSOLITES is focusing
on women artists through our first-ever
partnership with the OpenArt biennial of
Örebro, Sweden, which has brought work
by three Swedish collectives and artists:
STYRELSEN FOR STÖR KONST, Ulrika
Sparre, and Susanna Hesselberg. In 2022,
three Quebec artists will complete the
exchange by exhibiting at OpenArt.
PASSAGES INSOLITES circulating
works
EXMURO arts publics has also begun
circulating works from PASSAGES
INSOLITES to other cities in Quebec,
Canada, and around the world as a means
of promoting its artists, achievements,
and expertise designing and presenting
temporary public artworks. This year
alone,
Longueuil,
Trois-Rivières,
Terrebonne, Montreal, and Gatineau (as
part of its Sentier Culturel initiative) are
hosting works initially conceived and
presented in Quebec City for PASSAGES
INSOLITES.
The first-ever PASSAGES INSOLITES
catalogue makes the perfect souvenir!
For the first time in our history, we
are releasing a PASSAGES INSOLITES
exhibition catalogue. It’s the perfect way
to take some art home with you, learn
more about the stories, works, and artists,
and savour the memory of the 8th edition
of this unique public art festival.
EXMURO and the City of Québec
would like to thank the Ministère de
la Culture et des Communications, the
Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec,
the Canada Council of the Arts, the
Government of Canada, Québec City
tourism, the Consulat general de France
à Québec. We are also grateful to site
and artwork partners : OpenArt, the
Assemblée nationale du Québec, the
Grand Théâtre de Québec, the CitadelleMusée Royal 22e Régiment.
dw
Photography credit:
Stéphane Bourgeois_EXMURO
www.passagesinsolites.com
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Ulrika Sparre (Stockholm,
Sweden), “I am the Light”,
2021
Lightboxes with short
poetic messages have been
placed all around Quebec
City, a literary circuit to be
discovered during a stroll
through town. These lyrical
incursions in surprising
locations enliven the urban
landscape with charming
but cryptic statements that
are at once personal and
evasive. Philosophical in
nature, the excerpts open
the door to existential
contemplation and invite
passersby to plunge
momentarily into an
introspective reverie.
Presented in partnership
with the OpenArt biennial
(Örebro, Sweden).
EXMURO is grateful to the
Conseil des arts et des lettres
du Québec and the Conseil
des arts du Canada for its
financial support.

Susanna Hesselberg,
(Malmö, Sweden), “When
my father died it was like a
whole library had burned
down”, 2015
Scarcely visible on the
horizon, a library plunges
deep into the abyss of an
underground shaft. The
riveting sight invites further
exploration, but the wealth
of knowledge and poetry
we could fall into remains
out of reach. The title
references song lyrics by
Laurie Anderson to evoke
the all-consuming pain of
losing a loved one. This
buried library, not unlike a
tomb, reflects the mourning
for transmission interrupted,
for knowledge now lost,
irrevocably and forever.
Presented in partnership
with the OpenArt biennial
(Örebro, Sweden).
EXMURO is grateful to the
Conseil des arts et des lettres
du Québec and the Conseil
des arts du Canada for its
financial support.

Charles-Étienne Brochu (Quebec City, Quebec),
“King of the Mountain”, 2020
A monumental house of cards with colourful
illustrations stands before the Parliament Building.
The work illustrates the precarious nature of social
equilibrium and represents the duality of our
precious institutions, which are at once fragile and
robust. Much like the fabric of Quebec society, a
house of cards requires great care and constant
vigilance. All it takes is a gust of wind or one abrupt
move to topple everything we have worked so hard
to build.
Presented in partnership with the Assemblée
nationale du Québec.

Yann Farley (Sainte-Justine, Québec), “Station A”, 2021
“Station A” is a payment station that blends into the urban
landscape, with its familiar interface and pictograms, along
with the tantalizing promise of giving you something for
free. But all attempts to operate the machine are fraught.
The instructions seem increasingly absurd until we reaslise
the nature of the twisted trail the artist has set out for us.
This electroacoustic interactive sculpture pokes fun at our
ambiguous relationship with the automated equipment we now
interact with everywhere we go.
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Sarah Thibault (Quebec City, Quebec), “Monumental
Impermanence”, 2021
Aligned with the central entranceway of the Saint-Roch church,
this sculptural arch provides a passageway to the church’s
forecourt, a central gathering place for neighbourhood residents.
The arch is covered with an haut relief of papier-mâché baguettes.
This work combines symbolic elements drawn from the lowly and
ornate spheres, while echoing the gilded elements of the church
whose ground it occupies.

Collectif du Tropique (Quebec City, Quebec), “Last Stop”,
2021
“Last Stop” is a sculpture installation in an open-air
museum: multiple layers in time and space coexist with
composite reproductions of the commercial signage that once
graced the streets of the Saint-Roch district. Recalling Las
Vegas’s Neon Museum, the work invites us to take a stroll
back in time through the vestiges of our restored past using
archival photos. The selection pays homage to the businesses
that played a crucial role in the life of the neighbourhood,
weaving together a richly varied social fabric.
“Last Stop” won the PASSAGES INSOLITES competition,
organized in collaboration with the Université Laval faculty
of art.
This project is made possible by the Entente de
développement culturel, a funding agreement between the
Québec government and the Ville de Québec.
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Pascale LeBlanc Lavigne (Quebec City, Quebec), “The Bus
Shelter”, 2021
A dozen robotic arms with blue cloths and spray bottles are
placed inside a bus shelter, and clumsily attempt to clean the
glass walls. But this lacklustre contraption seems only to make
the shelter walls dirtier. At a time when the hygiene practices in
a sterilised city are growing ever more intense, in the midst of a
looming labour shortage, Pascale LeBlanc Lavigne has created
an irreverent and ironic attempt to automate the upkeep of
urban furniture.
Made possible by the support of RTC.

Benedetto Bufalino, (Lyon, France), “Lawn Cars”, 2021
In a utopic new world where the car has become
obsolete, a series of three parked cars are overturned,
filled with earth, and covered with an immaculate
lawn. It’s the perfect site for an afternoon in the sun, or
a picnic. Street parking is taken over by a place where
people live together playfully while greening the public
space. The sight of cars reused and repurposed in this
way is also a cogent criticism of consumerism and the
climate emergency.
Produced with support from the Consulat général de
France à Québec.
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Nicole Banowetz (Denver, United States), “An Adaptive
Moment”, 2021
A strange specimen overlooks the Bassin Louise.
The inflatable installation reflects and magnifies the
anatomical details of the rotifers, microscopic creatures
that are able to dry out and be swept up by the wind to
escape their predators. As they travel, rotifers absorb
the DNA of nearby species and recombine it with their
own, ensuring their survival. This exceptional creature
with its surreal shape has a great deal to teach us about
the transformative virtues of adaptability and resilience
in the face of adversity.

Valérie Potvin (Quebec City, Quebec), “The Sculptor
Herself ”, 2021
A towering figure rises out of the alleyway, with the
sculptor’s hammer in hand and the aspect of a heroine
brandishing arms. The figure depicted in this playfully
self-referential work is the sculptor herself, thereby
affirming Valérie Potvin’s own status as an artist. Stoic and
unshakeable on its plinth, the alabaster monument is also
in homage to the strength of women and their incontestable
position in public art.
Made possible by the support of the Conseil des arts du
Canada.
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STYRELSEN FOR STÖR KONST (Stockholm,
Sweden), The Anti Embassy - “The Most Equal
Place in the World”, 2021
As part of a high-level diplomatic mission, the Board
for Grand Art has opened an embassy in the Port
of Québec. At first glance, the small structure seems
to have everything such a building might need. But
closer inspection reveals that the Swedish collective
has deliberately subverted institutional codes in
order to denounce the inequalities of Sweden’s art
world. The critical discourse of this fictitious embassy
has set out to break the illusions of a country often
held up as the most equal place in the world.
Presented in partnership with the OpenArt biennial
(Örebro, Sweden). EXMURO is grateful to the
Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec and the
Conseil des arts du Canada for its financial support.

Giorgia Volpe (Quebec City, Quebec), “Suitcases”, 2021
These suitcases by Giorgia Volpe, set up in locations throughout
the city, seem to have been left on the roadside – perhaps
forgotten, or lost, or voluntarily discarded by their owners.
But the suspect luggage does not contain personal belongings:
they are solid blocks of cast concrete. Thus fixed in their
inert, massive state, these unusable suitcases evoke the
recent constraints placed on nomadic existences and human
migration.
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Delirious Québec (Quebec City, Quebec), “Delirious Québec”, 2021
The Delirious Québec collective let its imagination run wild, reproducing and combining elements from various Quebec City buildings notable
for their unique volumetric proportions and strong identity. In a promenade that juxtaposes buildings from hitherto widely separated locations
and time periods, the built heritage is broken down to its formal features through a reversal of perspective, and variations in scale and
geometric abstraction of shapes complicate our perceptions.
Delirious Québec won the PASSAGES INSOLITES competition, organized in collaboration with
Architecture Student Association at Université Laval.
This project is made possible by the Entente de développement culturel, a funding agreement between the
Québec government and the Ville de Québec.

Théâtre Rude Ingénierie
(Quebec City, Quebec),
“Rising Waters”, 2021
A mysterious village
lies in the waters of
Bassin Louise. Where
did it come from? Was
it overrun by rising
waters or purpose-built
in these shallows? A
plume of smoke, a ringing
bell – small signs of life
suggest the village is still
inhabited. Rising Waters
is a serene tableau of
what may be no more
than a becalmed, tideswept life.
This artwork includes a
portion of the following
preexisting work: Le
Clocher de la Providence,
a creative production by
ATSA for Fin November
2011.
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Charles Fleury and the students of École secondaire Vanier (Quebec City, Quebec),
Parade of Imagination 2021
This merry menagerie of hybrid people/animals/objects has been exhibited on the
walls of Côte de la Potasse. The dynamic composition of the pieces on display is the
result of a collective work of collage. Fragments of visual and textual elements have
been cut out and reassembled by high-school artists to represent various facets of
their identity. Our self-image, and the one we project onto others, come together in
this collective self-portrait.
This project is made possible by the Entente de développement culturel, a funding
agreement between the Québec government and the Ville de Québec.

Wartin Pantois (Quebec City,
Quebec), “Phase I”, 2021
Wartin Pantois makes an empty lot
welcoming again by occupying it
with a freestanding mural. “Phase
1”, an eclectic group portrait,
was spliced together from old
photographs. Reminiscent of a
tiered wedding cake, or perhaps a
joyful Tower of Babel, the work is
crowned with flowering plants. The
layered construction stands like
a lighthouse at the point of entry
to the Saint-Sauveur district, a
reminder of the inequalities created,
then as now, by our hierarchical
system of social classes.
This project is made possible by the
Entente de développement culturel,
a funding agreement between the
Québec government and the Ville
de Québec.

Collectif Tel quel (Quebec City, Quebec),
“Through the Walls”, 2021
A monumental weaving project framed with
interconnected hoops is stretching upwards
and taking over the Citadelle de Québec.
Its incongruous position on a site marked
by martial grandeur and stark emptiness
enhances the contrast between the synthetic
art objects soaring above the austere face of
the stone wall. By inviting us to look closely
at this playful domestic universe in the rigid
context of fortifications, the Collectif Tel quel
gives us a way to momentarily break free
from the imaginary fortifications that keep
us apart.
Through the Walls won the PASSAGES
INSOLITES competition, organized in
collaboration with the Maison des métiers
d’art de Québec.
Presented in partnership with The Citadelle of
Québec – Royal 22e Régiment Museum.
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XiangyuXiangyuan
Home Stay
Xiamen, China
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XiangyuXiangyuan
Home Stay
Xiamen, China

S

outhern Fujian, located on the southeast coast of China, is the
starting point of the “Maritime Silk Road” in history, and has
been an important maritime transportation hub since ancient
times. Convenient geographical location is conducive to business
exchanges with many surrounding regions and countries, so it has
accumulated a strong economic foundation and is deeply influenced
by foreign cultures. Accordingly, Southern Fujian culture is a mix of
traditional Chinese farming culture and foreign cultural influences.
This rich and diverse cultural connotation is also fully reflected in its
architecture, with very distinctive regional characteristics.
The project is located in Dazhai Village, Xiang’an District, Xiamen.
Dazhai Village has more than 800 years of history and sits adjacent
to mountains and seas, on flat terrain. New LinkSo has become
the heritage point of the traditional culture of southern Fujian and
the gathering place of traditional houses. Nowadays, affected by
globalisation of the economy and the construction of modern cities
and cultures, the traditional houses in Dazhai Village are disappearing
day by day. In response, the question of how to use traditional old
buildings as carriers for retaining the rural memories of Southern
Fujian, while reactivating its quaint villages through the power of
design, has become a topic of time and locality.
Xiangyu Xiangyuan B&B is composed of two parts, the old and the
new. The old part is a traditional house with a century-old history
that has been carefully transformed into the core space of the
entire building. The new part is a contemporary architectural style
composed of steel, glass, and brick. The new and old parts collide
and blend, revealing the designer’s thoughts on the transformation
of rural old buildings and the regeneration of abandoned resources.

Handrail wrapped with straw rope
Photo credit: k·bphoto
XiangyuXiangyuan Home Stay
Photo credit: k·bphoto

Bedroom
Photo credit: AOGVISION
Old buildings preserved and restored
Photo credit: k·bphoto

Locally woven grass carpet
Photo credit: AOGVISION

These traditional buildings typically represent traditional dwellings
in Southern Fujian. The main structures of the buildings are mostly
Chinese traditional wooden frames, with building façades of red
bricks and red tiles, and “Yingshan” style roofs (a traditional Chinese
building type for roofs). Both ends of the roof curve slightly upward,
using light and flexible “swallowtail” methods.
These original traditional buildings have collapsed to varying degrees.
The collapsed part of building No. 1 is the first half of the building and
the west side room of the atrium. The cornerstone on the west side
is irregular. The designer uses a compromise design in the collapsed
area. A simple geometric building was built in the collapsed area
to form a fusion with traditional architecture. The simple and pure
geometry endows the old building with enough support and also
highlights the readability of the traditional building.
The collapsed location of building No. 2 is the hall and the front half
of the kitchen. The original wooden roof frame has almost collapsed,
and there is a nearly collapsed gate. The two side rooms in the middle
have also collapsed. The designer directly used steel structures in
the hall and the left room to support the original wooden structure.
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Bedroom
Photo credit: AOGVISION

The façade adopts a large area of floor-to-ceiling windows to meet
the light quality requirements of the indoor space. The traditional
roof is in sharp contrast with the transparent glass, which gives the
traditional house a lighter expression.
Building No. 3 is mainly constructed of strips and blocks of stone, so
it is still very stable after a hundred years, revealing no particularly
serious damage. It has been evaluated by professional organisations
and meets the reliability requirements of current national standards,
but it still needs to be reinforced to avoid future problems. To address
that issue, the designer adopted an inner steel structure method
for partial treatment and repair. In terms of interior design, the
designer draws upon a modern interpretation of traditional Chinese
architectural materials at the core, and carries out the interior design
of three century-old buildings from the three materials of wood,
stone, and porcelain.
Wood, throughout the history of human construction, was a
renewable material obtained from a wide range of sources. Wood
is the most widely used material in the Xiangyu Xiangyuan B&B
space for various presentations such as furniture, flooring, and
installations. It reflects the strong plasticity and artistic sense of wood,
and it reflects the designer’s sustainable design idea. As a natural
construction material, stone has solid and natural characteristics. The
overall space atmosphere of Xiangyu Xiangyuan B&B is highlighted
through the redesign and application of stone. Porcelain is the most
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New and old
Photo credit: k·bphoto

Reused strip stone
Photo credit: k·bphoto

White stairs
Photo credit: k·bphoto

low-key material in the entire space, hidden within a modern form,
expressing respect for the century-old buildings.
Whether it is architectural design or interior design, designers focus
on traditional buildings, and modernise them through repairs and
additions, and edit Southern Fujian traditional houses. Let residents
and foreign tourists experience the agile changes brought about by
the design concept infused with contemporary sustainability, and
dw
further understand the Southern Fujian culture.
Technical sheet
•
Official Project Name: Xiangyuxiangyuan Home Stay
•
Location: Dazhai Village, Xiamen, Fujian Province
•
Client: Xiamen Xiangyu Group Corporation; Xiamen Xiangan
Investment Group Co., Ltd
•
Architects/designers: Huang Zhiyong
•
Suppliers: Lehan Lighting: Lamps Seton Lighting: Lamps
KSBYE: Wooden floor
•
Design team: Lin Miao, Yang Jian, Wang Jiejie, Jiang Fangjun,
Lin Yongfeng
•
Area: 1200Square metres
•
Budget: 20,000 USD
•
Project completion date: 07/2019
•
Photographer: AOGVISION; Kobe Photography Studio
www.archdaily.com
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Dutch cabin design ANNA wins
prestigious 2021 Architizer A+
Awards Project of the Year Award
Hertogenbosch, Netherlands
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Dutch cabin
design ANNA
wins prestigious
2021 Architizer A+
Awards Project of
the Year Award
Hertogenbosch, Netherlands

T

he versatile wooden cabin, ANNA Stay, from the Dutch
designer Caspar Schols, has won the internationally acclaimed
2021 Architizer A+Awards Project of the Year Award. The
architectural award follows ANNA Stay’s selection as the Jury Winner
in the Architecture +Living Small category.
Designed for living within the elements through the configuration of
its layers, ANNA Stay is a dynamic wooden home in the shape of an
open platform, enabling adjustments to its wooden exterior and glass
interior to adapt to any occasion, mood, or weather condition.
Project of the Year Award
With more than 5,000 entries, from more than 100 countries, the
Architizer A+Awards is the world’s largest awards programme for
architecture and building-products, with five Project of the Year
Awards handed out that champion architecture’s impact on everyday
life.
Honoured
“We are very pleased to receive this A+ Awards Project of the Year
Award. Being recognized with this prestigious award is a great
honour,” says Schols. “With ANNA Stay, we want to invite people to
experience living outdoors, and to create a deeper connection with
nature, self, and others. We believe that the enhancement of this
sensitivity will result in more love and care for nature, the planet, and
for people at large.”
Living with nature
The idea of ANNA Stay is derived from a desire to live with nature’s
elements, rather than shielding them off. “It’s primarily about being
outside, and about creating a dynamic interaction between yourself,
cabin ANNA as your home, and nature,” explains Schols.
The cabin has two different ‘shells’ as outer walls, supported on rails.
The inner wall, consisting of a framework of wood and glass, is
separated from the roofed, wooden outer wall. By shifting the shells
and the glass framework, different setups are possible. “Just as you
adjust your clothes to suit the weather, your mood, or the occasion,”
Schols continues.
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ANNA’s ability to adapt and change enables its inhabitants to follow
their senses. “She gives the freedom to live among an abundance
of life, and cultivates a sense of belonging. You become part of
everything around you, and I believe that everyone recognises that
feeling deeply from within.” Schols says.
About ANNA Stay
Without any architectural education, Schols began his project in 2016
after his mother asked him to design a cabin. Schols was looking for
a concept to create a dynamic connection between man, nature, and
home. For his mother, he envisioned a flexible space where she could
read or paint, organise family dinners, and where her grandchildren
could visit and put on theatre performances. The original design has
been further developed in ANNA Stay, aimed at short- or long-term
dw
occupancy.
Photo credit: Jorrit ‘t Hoen
www.cabin-anna.com
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The Turkish Flying Carpet - Alper
Aytac’s Golden Horn Library
wins Architizer A+Awards
İstanbul, Turkey
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The Turkish Flying
Carpet - Alper
Aytac’s Golden
Horn Library
wins Architizer
A+Awards

View towards the Historical Peninsula
Photo credit: Alper Aytac

İstanbul, Turkey

A

lper
 Aytac’s design for the Golden Horn Library was selected as
a 2021 Architizer A+ Awards Jury Winner in the Institutional
- Unbuilt category. The Golden Horn Library will be located
in Galata, a historic neighbourhood at the crossroads of Istanbul,
Turkey’s cultural and visual memories.
The Galata District was once the Genoese quarter of the city and was
surrounded by its own city walls and towers. Today, nearly all the
walls are gone, but the iconic Galata Tower remains and provides the
district with its identity.
The Golden Horn Library looks across the waters of the Golden Horn
to the Historical Peninsula, overlooking the seven hills of Istanbul,
each hill crowned with its own monument. Views include Hagia
Sophia, Nuruosmaniye Mosque, Suleymaniye Mosque, The Cistern

View from the Golden Horn
Photo credit: Alper Aytac
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Model view
Photo credit: Orhan Kolukisa
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of Mocius, Fatih Mosque, and Yavuz Selim Mosque to the southeast,
and Mihrimah Sultan Mosque to the northwest. These seven hills
represent the history of old Constantinople, surrounded by historic
city walls. Views of the dancing domes of the seven hills, and the
iconic Galata Tower, provide a silhouette of the city over the Golden
Horn.
Alper Aytac states: “The Golden Horn Library was conceived as
almost a “Turkish Flying Carpet”, woven by the culture and the
context”. The profiles of the monuments and the axiality of the seven
hills pointing towards the Galata Tower form the main roofscape,
with the three closest hills inspiring the roofscape housing the
functions of the library and learning centre. The remaining hills, set
further away, provide a smooth transition between the building and
the landscape, functioning as a sort of plinth of public space between
interior and exterior.
Sectionally and proportionally, the nearby Azapkapi Sokullu Mosque,
designed by the great architect, Sinan, sets the precedent, with
its elevated prayer hall almost floating over the city to protect the
interior against bustling city noise. This strategy was duplicated in
order to insulate the library and learning centre from noise. Beneath,
the ground level houses the busier and noisier activities of the
auditorium, a spiraling children’s library, and a restaurant.
Alper Aytac states: ”The Golden Horn Library is a beacon of
knowledge in the city of Istanbul, and it aims to be an instrument of
connectivity between symbols of the city on both sides of the Golden
Horn. It radiates energy that is injected into the city, rather than
dw
funneling energy out of the city for itself.”
Data Sheet
•
Principal Architect: Alper Aytac
•
Project Team: Hanse Yalcinkaya, Liying Wang
•
Landscape: Gulsen Aytac
Children’s Library
Photo credit: Alper Aytac

View towards the Historical Peninsula
Photo credit: Alper Aytac
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www.aytacarchitects.com

Model view
Photo credit: Orhan Kolukisa
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

Luften

T

There are alternatives, one can buy
different versions of air purifiers, which
are helpful if you suffer from pollen
allergies, or asthmatic conditions.
They are also filters that help eliminate
airborne diseases and viruses, so
have proved effective against the
dissemination of Covid-19. But this
comes at a price, and good open air
is a simpler solution.

getting our regular dose of fresh air.
Late spring in particular, is a glorious
time for this. The trees are dripping
with their new fresh green leaves,
and the flowering trees everywhere
are a joy. Not just the superb
jacarandas, add to them the syringas
with their elegant Dior grey flower
bunches, the normally uninspiring
Grevilleas with their golden spiked
branches, the Flame trees with
delicate scarlet flowers on leafless
boughs, the Bauhinias ranging from
purple to pink and white, Tabebuias
adding bright flashes of yellow, and
the gentler Hymenosporum with their
cream and yellow flowers covering
entire trees.

Luckily in South Africa we are fresh
air fiends, we love being outdoors,

Pavements and gardens are full of
roses in full flush, petrea climbers

his is a German word meaning
to air, to ventilate, to lift. It is
what every self-respecting
hausfrau says as she throws open the
windows in the morning, regardless of
weather, to let fresh air inside, and
clear out the stuffy night air.

www.designingways.com

with showers of deep purple,
bougainvilleas ranging from magenta
through white to shocking and pale
shell pink, tumbling everywhere.
Geraniums may not be as spectacular
as they are in Mediterranean
countries, but they also put on a show.
The coffee bean jasmine bushes
covered in white scented flowers
are full of intoxicated bees, and oldfashioned irises and foxgloves can be
found in old-fashioned gardens.
I literally breathe in all these colours,
and with the air, feel completely
uplifted. Here’s to the German
tradition, here’s to “luften”.
Gill Butler

BRIGHT IDEAS

TURN+

TURN+

Ambientec’s nomadic lamps
The Japanese light design brand

A

mbientec, founded by Yoshinori

Kuno, builds on extensive
experience in the field of
professional lighting for underwater
photography, designed to illuminate
the darkest depths of the ocean. Now
Ambientec brings that technical knowhow into the world of design.
Essential, poetic forms meet advanced
and ultra-reliable technology for a new
conception of the accent lamp as a work
of functional art, something with which
to build a personal and sentimental
relationship. Something to carry with
you from roomto room, in any situation.
And now a proud new addition to the
collection comes in the form of TURN+,
a contemporary lamp designed by Nao
Tamura.
Thanks to the integrated touch sensor
and two types of LED segments, a simple
gesture is all it takes to adjust the light
to one of four different gradations. The
exterior is made in aluminum, brass or

stainless steel, with a diffuser of solid
glass that is carved, honed, and polished
to perfection. Rechargeable and portable,
it provides up to 500 hours of light. It is
also waterproof, meaning it can be used
outdoors, on balconies, and in gardens.
TURN+ arrives as a counterpart to
TURN, a portable desk and workstation
lamp previously designed by Nao Tamura
forAmbientec: sculpted from a block of
metal, TURN is a distinctive presence in
the setting of the Supersalone.
A contemporary interpretation of a
traditional chamberstick candle holder,
Hiroto Yoshizoe’s HYMN brings the
hypnotic elegance of candlelight into the
world of modern light design. A distinctive
feature of this evocative portable lamp is
its pendulum lens, moved by magnets.
A spare, ultra-modern candlestick,
HYMN has a base and handle made from
anodized aluminum in black or gold,
and its finishing touch is a removable,
transparent glass cap, which highlights

HYMN
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the sparkling interplay of reflections.
The re-edition of Samba-M, the “glass
of light ” designed by Shiro Kuramata, is
the result of a cultural and technological
operation entrusted to Ambientec by
the prestigious Tamura Joe Gallery,
under the supervision of the Kuramata
Design Office, to commemorate the 30th
anniversary of the Japanese designer’s
death. Ambientec draws on its exceptional
technological skills to mass-produce this
fascinating objet d’art, springing from
the touching and irreverent designs of
Shiro Kuramata: a delicate, double-layer
glass goblet integrated with state-of-theart LED technology so it illuminates in
shades of red at a gentle touch, evoking
the iridescent tones of wine. Like all
Ambientec portable lamps, the Samba-M
reissue is waterproof, rechargeable and
powered by a long-lasting lithium-ion
dw
battery.
www.ambientec.co.jp/pages/en

HYMN
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E GLOBAL FAVOURITE IN WINDOW DECORATION

E GLOBAL FAVOURITE IN WINDOW DECORATION

KEEPS UV RAYS OUTSIDE
WHERE THEY BELONG.
Our screen roller blinds are specially designed to protect
you, your flooring and furniture from UV Rays and
®
glare. Combining function and beauty, these blinds maintain a temperate climate while bringing a level
of architectural sophistication to your home and are available in over 100 different fabrics to match your
design needs.
TAYLOR ROLLER BLINDS

0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
www.taylorblinds.co.za
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